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Foreword

Questions of justice are fundamental tv; a de ocracy: Debaters will be ap-
plying their attitudes and insights about the nited States jviee system
throughout their adult life. The student who deb tes about civil cotirts needs
to know the similarities and differences that ciil ourts have to the criminal
Lourts,- students debating about law enfacement rocedures need to know
hviw these regulations influence, the administration of justice during trials;
SinLe all three topics are interrelated, students will ain from apPlying thd
analysis in this book -to the development of their actual ases. The ERIC First
Analysis should serve as a framework from which st dents, coaches, and
judges Lan tnaluate the issues, arguments, and evidence present in sustaining
and reforMing the justice system.

ERIC First Analysts,,published annually since 1973, provides debaters With
guidelines for research on the debate resolutions selqcted by the National
'Nniversity Continuing EduLation As,sociation's COmmi tee on Discussion and
Debaie. ,It inLorporates an ingtructional approach desi ned to avoid "struc-
tured" cases and "canned" evidence. PeriOdic survey of teachers of debate
haw indicated that the ERIC .First Analysis has Koved, to be an excellent
resource for students to begin their study of k-sues and arguments.

The ERIC Ftrst Analysis of the 1983-84 National High School Debate
Itesolutions,is published by the Speech Communication Association in co-
operation with the Educational Resources Information Center Clearinghouse
on Reading and Communication Skills (ERJORCS). The ERIC/RCS Clear-

inghouse is supported by the National ,Institute of Education which has as
one of its missions the dissemination of knowledge to _impro,k classroom
practices. This ERIC information analysis paper is unique in that it is intended
for direct use by high school students as well as by their teachers.

To be a "first" analysis, the manuscript must be prepared in a period of
six weeks after the February announcement of the, national debate top?F. The

author's thorough analysis of 'issues and sources in so short a time "iind his
adaptatyrr& the analysis to the needs of high school debiters'are tributes, to
his experience and exCellence as a forensics educator.

co,Don M. Boileau . ; Bernard O'Donnell .

Associate Director , Director
Speech Module, ERIC/RCS ERIC/RCS



983-84 High School Debate .

roblem Area and Resolutions

Wbat changes are most needed
in the procedures used in the United States

-justice system?

Debate Resolutions

Resolved. That the United States should adopt uniform rules governing
the criminal investigation procedure of all public law enforce-
ment agencies k the nation.

Resolved. That,the United States should establish uniform rules goverhing
the procedure of all civil courts in the, nation:

Resolved. That the United States should establish uniform rules governing
the procedure of all criminal courts in the nation.

urr
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Preface

The purpose of this publication is to provide a brief overview of the 1983
84 high school debate resolutions: The decision-making process for selecting
the problem area and resolutions is different from the system used for deter-
mining the college debate topic. Last December in San Diego, the National
University Continuing Education Association (NUCEA) Committee on Dis-
ct,ssion and, Debate, offered three problem areas and nine resolulions for
consideration: After four weeks of balloting by the various sta.te and national
forensic representatives, the topic area of the United States justice system
won the referendum. The final resolution, however, will not be determined
until December although an early preference has been-shown for the criminal
procedure toptc. AU Of the.specific resolutions are closely related tp each
other, and s6me case areas are interchangeable.

Whichever resolution is finally selected, the debater ill have a tremendous
amount of research material to assimilate. The five, chapters of this book are
intended to prepare debaters for their own efficient investigation of the prob-
lem area. The five chapters are. (1 ) getting staved, a review of usefid, infor-
mation on researching the topic.oroUr justice system. (2) an overview to the
U.S. justice system, (3) the criminal investigation resolution; (4) the civil
court procedure, and (5) the criminal court procedure. Following the final
ehapter are footnotes for each chapter. ,

Since this.text was v.ritten early in the debate year, it can hardly encompass
all possible cases that could be developed under any of the resolutions..This
publication should be used to establish early research priorities on the-most,
likely affirmative and negative arguments. Also, it proy ides a general Over-.
view of the kinds ofAssues likely to be discussed under the justice topic, ..

The opinions expressed in this work do not Tepresent the official position
of either the NUCEA or of the Speech Communication Association. In mcist
instances the consensus view of debase theory or the jUAtice system is pre-
sented, which may not represent the personal view of the author.aAs a general
rule; this text emphasizes the practical rather than the exotic, the likely rather
than the unlikely..

All the planning and directing of:research assignments for this publication
were done by the author. However, Carl DOuma, a graduate student at Cal-'
ifornia State University, Sacramento, was invaluape in securing documents,
offering suggestions on potential case arguments, and preparing material for
the chapter on ,criminal investigations. Editing and proofreading assistance
was gratefully accepted from Christine Wagner.
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The task of Lompiling4 the materiel and finishing the manuscript under
rigorous time 4/onstraints has been made easier by the patience and under-

,
stantltng of both my family and the staff, students, and faculty of the De-
partment of Communication Studies of" California State University. The
information in this publication is intended to benefit debaters and coeches;
arid Jo introduLe an exciting top,. of ital ,Importance to audiences and judges
alike. .

, David L. Wagner.

Author's Dedication,
The 1983-84 ER1t First Analysis: The United States Justice System

is dedicated to

Lucy A. Keefe, Professor of Speech Conambnication
California State University, Fullerion

\In appreciationfor the. many gears of active leadership in debate at both
the high school and college level. ,
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1. getting St 41-tecl.

The next four chapters will provide information on various aspects of the
United States justice system as well as 'each of the three specific debate
resolutions that represent part's of that systeM. A.number of contemporary
issues are highlighted by a focus on these recurring issues of crime, punish-
ment, and restitution. Behind the popular call for getting toligh with criminals

. lie the deeper issues of reform of the entire justice system. Not oak will
research on the justice system pro,vide debaters with information on a volatile

topic of current interest, but it will also introduce them to the termino/ogy,

and procedures of the legal system where many forensic competitors hope to

find professional careers.
'This publiLation provides an overView, of-many of the major issues con-

fronting Congress and state legislatures*.as they discuss the reform of the
criminal justice system. However, the more lenehy process of onpingt re-
search'andissue devekipment must be placed with each debater who Must
devise an in-depth researa. plan. A common complaint often heard is that
some debaters MI to develop the library skills necessary for accumulating
new evidence. This chapter provides a brief review of a systematic 'process

for researching policy issues.

The &ginning

A basic first step in the process of library research is to develop a method
for discovering those topic areas that require priority attention. This publi-
cation encourages the "12rainstorming" techniqte often used by business or
academic groups 'to generate ideas. Such an approach adapts easily .,to the
needs of debate squads. Coaches and debaters should discuss possible case
areas and issues likely to emerge on the justice topics. This exchange should
encourage all members of the group to volunteer information or contribute

their ideas. The rules are easy to establish. ( I) eValuation and criticism by

group members are forbidden, (2) all C'ontiibutions are to be encouraged,

, (3) an attempt is made to create the greatest quantity of ideas, and (4) a
combination of ideas and solutions is sought) A master list for the squad
should be kept on concepts for cases, topicality arguments, and potential

advantages or disadvantages.
This'clebate squad session does not have lo be totally unstructured. The

qualitAof the exchange would be enhanced if a few general articles on current
issues of crime and the courts were read first. Another preliminary step is to



2 Getting Started

reiew other debate topics for similarities to this year's resolution. For ex-
ample, within the last ten years, two high school topics have dealt with
criminal justice reform, and, within the last six years, two college topics have
touched on criminal inestigatiOn or on media effects on the justice system.
Many of the issues raised under these resolutions continue to be- relevant to
analysis of these topics.

Research Procedures

Once a ht of concepts has been accumulated, it becomes. necessary to organize
researa assignments. A number of questions must be considered when making
stkli,ssignments. Is it important to research an affirmative, case first? What
areas cai be covred with the sources readily avzilable? What cases are likely
to be run early in the year? Answers to questions like these will determine
wh iich deas must be considered primary research objectives. .

After a preliminary list nas been developed, the most systeibatic method
of researching is to compile biief bibliographies'on each of the major issues

,or case areas. Although -spine debaters are good at chasing down obscure
foptn4tes in books or intuitiely finding useful publications, the best and most
colnprehensive method is to ,consult the library card catalog for books and
indexes ,for periodicals or journals. The justice system provides a unique
opportunity to utilize a wide variety of library resources. If the amount of
reference material-seems overwhelming, r>everal options are available to the
debater.

First, most libraries have trained reference librarians who will give assis-
tance if requested. Second, arious books explain reference sources in greater
detail. Good examples of this are The New York Times Guide to Reference
Materials,' Govermnent Pufildation.s and Their Use, and Guide to Reference
Books.' In p,articular, seVeral books are devoted exclusively to legal research
that Might prove partacularly useful to studying his year's topic. Examples
of these handbooks rnclude Peter Honigsberg's Cluing into Legal Research,
Erwin Pollack's Fundamental's of-Legal Research, or Miles Price's kffective
Legal Research. A third option is hawing a research 'service compile a bib-
liography oh selected topics. A fee,is charged by many university libraries'
or resdrch organiations for computer retrieval of this information.

indexes and Absteacts

Mot indexes or abstracts are organized topically by subjeu headings and by
author. While an index supplies basic* mformation on when and where an ,

4artide was published, al5stracts offer the added attraction of proiding a short
summap.4 the publicatiob. Typical subjea headings of the justice resolutions
include sentencing, jury, had, testimony, evidence, polygraph, exclusionary
rule, capital punishment, Pole& search a4d seizure, and courts.

The Reader's Guide to,Periodical Literature is perhaps the most widely
available resource yidex in the United States. Available in most public and
s'Lhool libraries, this research aid surveys o er 150 popular magazines covering,
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issues w ith current,news salue Other 'more specialized mdexe als'o should
be consulted. A standard reference work for legal journals is the Index to
Legal Periodical.% This publication rs printed numerous times during the year

. and is the most important single source indexing American_legal periodicals.
In addition to subject and author indexes, there are also book review and
table of cases indexes as, atlable T, Public Affair; Information Sen ice (PA/S)
abstracts oscr gthernment and business publications. The Monthl)
Catalog id U.S. .Givrnment Publuattotn, an indispensable guide to gov-
crnment reports. is an extremely aluable research aid for this y.ear's topic.

Nationally distributed new4apers also proside indeKes to.their publica-
tions. The Nest lot kTimes, Los Angeles Tones, Christian Setene'e Monitor,
Washington P5').st, and Wall Street Journal are all respected papers with in-
dexing systems aailable in many libraries. While most local newspapers will
not hate published indexes' available, some libraries will Clip articles on
important tormcs AlsoVess4Bank collects articles fronr local papers and
places them on microfiche. Other special indqes should prove useful for a

. carelul consideration oll.the Justice system. Among them are

Commwm cmon Abstracts Published four times annually by Sage Publi-
catiiins. Inc . this sell ice su plies ealuatioli of communication related
articles, reports. and books om a variety ot sources Subjects include

. conflict resolution, jury pr ,cesses. media effects, press freedom. and
videotape

Asa, e *arm ts Lengthy abstracts of both domestic and foreign
lc. criminal justice journals In addition, each issue contains articles on

current topics about the justice system ,

I he CI unmal Justice Pei Waal bidet his detailed indexing system pub-
lished since 1975 cocas art emensice of criminal' justice journals

Psscluclogs Ahstiacts Monthly tpdatcs containing sumniaries from owl-
850 journals, books, or magazines related to thc field of psychology are

3

provided by this abstracting service.

Social Sciences Citation hides This difficult-to-use index is one ol the
be.s.t authbr,indexes in social science research 'Ile skilled user of this
publication can trace references to important scholar; through' numerous /-""
journal artn.'les,

Social .5( ten«,, hides. Quarterly updates of ocer 270 periodicals and jour-
nals decoted to examining inajor issues in the social sciences. Typjcal
topic headings for this year's research \could include jury. eyecaness
testimiiny, jury instructions, polygraph evidence.

Sm to/opal Abstracts Tins abstract covers a broad range of domestic ,and
tioreign journal articles related to the field of sociology.

Sources
_

The preferre'd -method for systematic research on any topic is extensive use
of indexes or ahstracts.;llowever. a tirrm, la& exists between,the publication
date for journals or,periodicals and their inclusion in sanous indexing sehemes.
Any of the three potent41 top)c afeas, especially those based on court cases,
has the potential for dranriutic changes on a weekly basis. One way to enwre

11



4 Getting Started

that researoh remains current is to examine uuhound copies of such,popular
news weeklies' as Newsweek, Time..or U.S. Newsaniffeliarld Report: peba(ers
should also redd th'e local papers for timely information.

Other public-ations that may be less well-knoWn to the debater but are
important sources of evidence include the Congressional Record, which is
the'bfficial account of the.activities of Congress. Current History devotes
seeral summer issues to articles on the high school topic. In addition to these
publications, there are many works that contain a number of articles Jelating
to the justicq topic. A sample includes

American Bar Association Journal. Published monthly by. the American'
Bar Association (ABA), the journal contains not only articles of interest
on tht U.S. juStice system but also.editorial comments and information
on recent legal developmtnts. A review of this journal-should be a hilh
priority item on a research list.

American Journal of Criminal Law,. Published three times a year by the
University of Texas School of Law, this journal offers both articles and
notes on a variety of ciiminal procedure issue's. ---

Crime Control Digest. Published weekly by the Washington Crime News
Service, this bulletin contains a wealth of current information on police
and other aspects of the criminal justice system.

Cruninal Justice Review. Published quarterly by the College of Public and
Urban Affairs of Qcorgia State University. Atlanta, this review presents
a broad view of criminal justice issues from both the practical aod the-
oretical perspectives.

Cr inal Law Bulletin. This bimonthly publication usually contains three
oTh articles on selected issUes of interest to the professional in the
crimihal justice system.

Harvard Civil Riihts and Civil Libertiesiaw Review. This publication of
the Harvard Law School contains kholarly articles, commentaries, and
'comments dcvoted to important issues intriminal law and procedure,

Human,Rights.. This quarterly journal is published by the ABA for its_
Individual Rights and Responsibilities iaw section. It contaths articies
on, vanous legal issues associated with all three debate resolutions

Journal of Criminal Justice. Affiliated with the Academy of Ctiminal
Justice .Services, this bimonthly publication covers' both.domestic and
international issues related to thc field of criminal justice.

Jourual of Criminal Law and Crunliology. Published by'the Northwestern
University,School of Law, this journal contains numerous articles on
criminal 1aw and procedure.

Judicature. Published ten times a yearby the American Judicative'Society,

.
this journal contains articles on the.court, judges, and lawyers...---

, Juvenile and Family Cgert Journal. Frublished.quarterly by the National
Council of Juvenileand Family Court Judges arthe University of Nevada
at Reno, thisdournal covers issues of concern ln the field of juvenile
jUstice and delinquency.

Police Magazine. A bimontbly publication of the Criminal Justice Publi-
. cation, Inc., this source contains short articles of interest to law enfbrce-
thent personnel.

12



atting Started 5'

In addition to these sources, topics involved with the justice system also
invite use of various legal encyclopedias for obtaining information on general
aspects of the law. The two most w,idely used multi-volume suinmaries are
Amerkun Jurisprudence and Corpus Juris Secundum. Each section is ex-
haustrvely footnoted and periodic supplements keep the information current:
There is also an extensive table of contents and index available for each
volume. A summary specifically devoted to criminal justice issues is tlie

Etu.clopedta of Cruninology, by Vernon Branham. Entries in this enclyclo:
pedia are of article length with a separate bibliography on each subject. Yet
another source of exposition on .srecific aspccts of the law is the treatise or
handbock. These texts are written by well-recognized authorities on the law.'
,For example, Wigmore on Etqclet_ice or, Perkins on Criminal Law are two
standard textsihat supply information similar to that contained' in the legal
encyclopedias.

Primary Data

Two different concepts are involved in researching primary data on the United
States justice,system. The first category of WO information includes the
search for appropriate reports of legal cases. Most states have established
procedures for publication of an,official edition of all state appellate decisions.
In addition, West Publishing Company has developed a National Reporter
System which divides states into sev'en regions and prints appeal court de-

. cisions. United States Supreme Court decisions are officially reported.in the
United States Reporter while West covers diose cases in the Supreme Court
Reporter, and federal Court of Appeals deciSions are recOrded in thi Federal
Reporter. If the debater desires to find cases that deal with certain legal issues,
use of one or ruore legal digests is recommended. A second category of
pnmary information on the justice,system &insists of statistical data found in

sources such as Statistical Abstracts, Information Please Almanac, and Tite

Sottrcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics.

Evidence Transcriptiob

The final result of this research effort is the gathering of usable evidence to
support arguments on issues raised during a debate. This evidence Should
meet (commOnlx agreed upon standards for debate evidence. Among those
tests of evidence mentioned by argumentation textbooks audiers are. (I) expertise
of the author, (2) unbiased reporting of information, (3) timely infdmatie7n,

and (4) verifiable sources of.datai
In addition, full source citation should be available for each unit of evi-

dence used in.a debate. Coaches involved with both high school and college

debate are increasingly concerned about the challenges to information used
dunng debate rounds. Contestants are responsible for knowing and following

the rules and regulations required by their leagues, state associations, and the
National FOrensie League on source citations and challenges to evidence,
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Some debaters Larry copies of important affirmatiVe anthriegative sources to
answer immediately requests for clarification. A caution sounded in a prior
ERFC First Analysi.s deseryes repeating. "Particular problems often arise when
eyidence is paraphrased or when seemingly irrelevant information is edited
out. As a general practice, this type Ot editing should be avoided."'

An example of a file card which contains a full citation is provided in
Figure I . r Figure I

(1) D9

. (2) Polyghph Accuracy

(3) Rex Julian Beaber; (4) Assistant Professor of Medicine. UCLA; (5)
Sacramento Bee; (6) February 23, 1983 (7) p. 13-4

(8) The pplygraph industry claims an impressive bui exaggerated accuracy
ratc of aliout-90 percent. Even accepting this figure poses a real dilemnia.
If juries acccpt polygraph results, they must erroneously let free 10 percent
of all guilty suspects. If they ignore the results, the time and money spent
putting on the evidence was wasted.'

(9) DR 27

Figure I. The. numbers prefadng vanous parts of the sample card refer to the follpwing.
(1) code number of section for refiling, (2) brief synopsis of die content of the evi-
dence, (3) author of qu tation, (4) author's qualifiCations. (5) source, (6) tlate of
publication, (7) page, (8 one Central concept of evidence, (9) initials of student re-
searcher and consetativ number of total evidence cards researched by this debater..

The research process outlined here must continue throughout the year. Any
topic will undergo substantial changes as the school year progresses. This
topic, however, has greater potential than most for drarnatic shifts as court
decisions are made and judicial reform is debated in state legislatures and in
Congress.

Professor Henderson's warning on a prior high school topic is still &valid.
observalion:

Those of you beginning to debate the new topic will want to broaden your
reading,, consider the implications of this first analysis, and discuss the
potential implications with others. A debater should never rely on a narrow
base of information, Whether it be a compilation of viewpoints similar to
First Analysis, a single news source such as a news"magazine, a debate
quote handbook, or the coach of a debate squad. Instead, the debater must
broaden her or his understanding of the political context within which the
subject is being debated, and then exhibit that understanding to the rea-
sonable, prudent, thinking individual who serves as judge for the debate.6

Good luck during the corning year. If the following chapters establish the
framework for formulating a systematic consideration of this topic, their
purpose has been accomplished.

14.
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2. The Problem Area: The United
States Justice System

What changes are most needed in the procedures used in the United
'States justice system?

Overview

When the public and Roliticians discuss reform of the United States justice
system, the changes most often contemplated center on law enforcement in
the criminal court system. Robert Raven, former president of the California
State-B-i--r, notes

Although The criminal justice system includes the lAv enforcement group
(police and prosecutors) at the intake end of the system, with the correction
system (jails, prisons, probation and parole) at the final stage and the court
system sandwiched in the middle, the media and, consequently, politicians
are concentrating most of ,their attention, criticism, and reform efforts on
the courts.'

The debate resokition th- focuses on Changes in the procedures of our nation's
criminal courts was the top votegeSer In the January poll of State forensic
organizations. The two other resoluns, dealing with reform of law enforce-
ment procedures and modifications to the procedures of civil courts, received
fewer votes.

All three topics are interreJated, changes in one area affect the other two.
For example, improvenlents in police investigation procedures which lead to
more arrests would increase the demand for prosecutors and public defenders,
exacerbate jail overcrowding, increase the backlog in the criminal courts, and
add to a prison population that already exceeds current`prison capacities. Yet
another illustrition is supplied by the effects of streamlining procedures or
adding more judges in criminal courts. Since most courts haddle both civil
and criminal cases, procedural changes in one area would speed up disKsition
of cases in the other area. The impact on New York City of greater efficiency
in handling cases is supplied by West Virginia's Suprgde Court of Appeals
judge, Richard.Neely:

a New York trial-court judge is empowered to hear both crimind and civil
cases; if the number of judges is increased, more civil cases can 1)e
heard. . . .
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The potential liability for New York City from the civil suits currently
awaiting trial runs to billions of dollars. New York City cannot afford an
efficient court system. beCause it would be bankrupt beyond bail-out if all
these suits came to trial in one or tWo years.2

Theyoot of the public's concern with the justice system includes the feeling
that criminals are protected.at the expense of law-abiding citizens.. The op-
erations of the justice system are seen by many as needing reform since justice
is not served when people manipulate both criminal arid civ il procedures to
continue criminal activities.

Crime Statistics

Chief Justice Warren Burger.in his 1981 report to jhe American Bar Asso:
ciation provided an overview on the prevalence of crime in the United States.

From New York City, to Los Angeles, to Miami the story on increase in
violent crime from 1979 to 1980 is much the same. New York City, with
about the same population as Sweden, has twenty times as many homicides.
The United States has 100 times the rate of burglary of Japan. Overall,
violent crime in the U.S. sharply increased from 1979 to 1980, continuing
a double-digit rate. More than:one-quarter of all the households iniAhis
country arc victimized by some kind of criminal activity at least once each
year.3

t.

FBI Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) measure the rate of erime reported to
police. According to these reports, oveM11 ,crime. rose by 9 percent in 1980
while violent crime increased-11 percent. "In 1971 there were 346 reported
violent crimes per 100,000 people. By 1980 the rate was 581 violent crimes
per 100,000 people.' Only a malt ger-an-rage of all crime is even reported
to the authorities. Robert Raven notes that, "Accepted statistics reveal that
fo(every 100 crimes only thirty are reported to the police who, on the average,
arrest only six persons;",Thus, the UCR undereStimates crime in America.
On a personal level, each crime leaves in its shadow suffering victims. Busi-
ness losses from crime are conservatively estimated at $30 billion a year,
while administering the criminal justice system costs over $25 billion an-
nually.6

Public Reaction

Public response to such a high incidence of vict.iniization has been a com-
bination of fear and anger. A February 1983 Gallup Poll based on scientifically
.selected interviews with 1,555 adults indicates that fear of crime is rampant.
Almost half of U.S. citizens are.afraid to walk alone at night in their own
neighborhoods while 37 percent think there is more crime in their area than
last year. "The current level of fear, as determined by_the 1983 annual Gallup
survey of crime, is up larply from the 1960s (for example, 31 percent in
1967 were afraid of venturing'out at niAt), but is no higher than the level
recorded during the.last decade."7
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Coupled with this (ear is a rising tide of anger at the inability of the present
system to protect effectively its citizens. The resulting "law and order"
movement seeks to incredse the number of police, restrict the rights of 'accused
cnminals, reduce 'the discretion ofjudges., and increase prison senignces Yet,
this concern for, safety needs to be balanced ith protection of rights. David
Einnk. past president of the Amnecan Bar Association. explains

AP.

Satety of indiNiduals from Lames bY other indo,iduals satisfied our demand
tor order That is a crying need ot our time But there is another kind of
safety, that may be cen more timdamentalsafely of individuals against
wrongful convictions. pohce action, and government itseP

Nor will allosating more resources to one segment of the justice system
neeessanl produce the desired results of greater safety for citizens. Judge
Robert Kinsey notes the frat4: pouring of dollars into police agencies at_all
levels of government:

This reasoning dictates that if the crime rale- escalates. hire more police,to
detect and arrest more offenders, but give no thought to whether alriady
overcrowded jails can accommodate the increased populations, whether the
courts ..an proc.ess the increased caseloads, whether prosecutors apd public
defenders, prqbation and parole agencies can physicallynot to mention
adequatelyhandle more cases, whether clerks' offices can deal with any
more paperwork; whether the Department of Coirection has any more cells
to handle more prisoners serving longer sentences.'

Resources

The entire justice system is already overloaded. For example, California has
spent two years toughening its penalties for crime, yet now state lawmakers

.* miy be reluctant to increase penalties for felonsThecatiscorsivere overcrowd:-
Ing in state prisons. -As State Senator Robert Presley explained._ "We have

to hold the line on increased penalty bills that will exacerbate the problems
of overcrowding prisons, And overerowding is just going to get worse."1°
This problem seems to permeate the entire system as Judge Neely of West
Virginia concludes

in courtrooms, post accused criminals go free because the system cannot
afford to have it any other way. Everyone involved in the criminal courts
is overtaxed, from the policemen, who must take time off the beat to testify,
to the prosecutorswho need to dispose of cases as quickly as possible, to
the judges, who know as they make their 'sentencing decisions that the
prisons are already overcrowded.Y1

The criminal court system is-not th.e °ay part of the legal system in
jeopardy. Legal scholar B. E. Witkin finds delay and Congestion throughout
the 'justice system:

The system has grown far too cumbersome, and the laws and procedures
- are far leo complex. The methods of getting justice are delayed too long.
The glut of criminal cases, which-arc tried inteeminably and in an exhi-

.
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binotust manner, crowds out the litigation and handling of affairs of law-
abiding citizens. The cost of legal services is far beyond the teach of an
ordinary person and no funding has been provided f-ir representation and
counseling of millions of people who need it. At, the same time we are
producing lawyers who cannot get emploSment.12

.Not only do most of these issues receive little attention in state legislatures,
but most states do not have the fiscal revenues for costly projects. A recent
United Press International study indiLates that twenty -four states have budget
deficits. The National Conference of State Legislatures said that in 1983
anticipated revenues are down by almost $8 billion in forty-one.-states. Over
two-thifds of the states have made budget cuts, twbnty-eighi hake laid off
state employees, and twenty-one have a hiring..freeze.13

Against this background of fiscal difficulty constitutional rights, and citizen
pressure, the current issues confronting the United States justice system are
highlighted. Before these areas are examined in later chapters, additional
information is needed on the workings of the justice system.

Discretion

The United States justice sy stem extends over all three branches of government*
arid is composed of law enforcement agencies, the courts, and corrections:
One of the major elements of this sy stem is the discretion exercised at each
level. For example, police do not investigate all crimes with equal v igor nor
are all lawbreakers arrested. A large amount of discretion is given the prJs-
ecutor in determining which suspects are prosecuted, what crimes Will be
charged, and what sentence will be sought. Similarly, judges have latitude
in certain trial procedures,_ instructions, sentencing decisions, appeals, and

----awards-for-damagey.

Delay

Another major Issue facing our law enforcement and judicial system is the
problem of delay. . As noted earlier, almost every part of this system is' over-
worked and understaffed. This translates into slow response time by the police,
delays in getting cases to court, overcrowdeourt calendars, and seemihgly
endless appeals of judgments on cons ictions. Former Attorney beneral briffin
Bell notes the consequences di delay: 1

The deteriorating performance of the judicial system affects million's of
Americans in very direet ways. Delays in trials or other resolutions of eases
involving defendants freed on bail may result in their committing additional
crimes. The same danger arises when there are delays ln resolving appeals
by convicted violators who are not yet behind bars. Business controversies
serious enough to merit administrative or court 'attention niaigo unresolved
for years because of the jammed dockets with far-reaching economiC con-
sequences. A pennilw, plaintiff with a clearly meritorious claim may go
unpaidand suffer irrebrsible ,darnagebecause of backed-up ff-ihl and
appellate courts. Citizens regularly lose the benefit of importanhegal rights

, because there 'is no practical means of securing those rights."

18
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A ccess Barriers

Yet another problem facing the justice system is the lack of access to the
services offered by the" courts. A 1977 report of the Second Conference on
the tudiciary sponsored by the National Center for State Courts identified six
commonly cited barriers to effective aceess:

economic barriers. costs associated with retaining an attorney, court
fees, and investigation data prevent low-income or fixed-income peo-
ple from using the courts.
knottledge barrier, the public is generally ignorant of the law and the
operation of legal institutions,
language barrier, most non-English speaking litigators are deterred
from using the legal system
geographic barrier, courts are located away from rural populations,
witnesses may have moved out of the court's jurisdiction; many courts
.are physically remote from the ixople served.
ps.sihological burner minorities or those with little education may
fear involvement with the legal system. Others may be alienated from
a system of "white" jhstie-e.
procedural barrier, the courts have constructed barriers to litigant's
claims such as filing dates or class action requiremenS.I5

The result of these barners is the denial of Meaningful participation in- the
mechanisms for resolving most disputes.

The justice System

The major pans of this system of Amcrican justice as outlined ih the three
debate resolutions are. law enforcement agencies and the courts. Both the
federal government and statcana-Tocaf government-S. are invoNed inëhf
these areas.

Law Enforcemii;i

While law enforcement investigative procedures, are examined in chapter
three, an overview of such agencies will provide the perspective on why law
enforLement is an essential part of the justice system. Local governments not
.only have police or sheriff departments, but.als9 a varietrof semiautonomous
.enforcement personnel involved with security Anass transit, houghlg proj-

. ,eLts, ports, parks, and schools. In addition, these governmental jurisdictions
may employ investigators to firld welfare violat,ors, building, fire, or other
health and safety, violation's. State governments have both highway patrol and
state police as well as various law enforcement departments.attached to reg-

ulatory agencies. This pattern is repeated at the federaHevel with agencies
like the FBI o0eLret Scrv iLe performing security functions while thc Internal
Revenue Service. the Env ironmental Protection Agency, the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration. the Department Of 'Justice, and numerous
other agenues have personnel engaged in invotigation of potentially criminal
acnvity. Julian Greenspan. Deputy Chief for Litigation in the Department of

t 19
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Just, Le notes the extent of regulatory involvement in the criminal enforcement
area. Vtrtually every federal agency administers regulations or statutes that
have both civil and criminal penalties."16

Another aspect of law enforcement that lies outside the scope of public
control is the growing number of private security and investigative forces.
James Damos. president of the International Association of Police Chiefs,
details the growth or such services:

In the past decade, the private security community his made significant
advances in its service delivery. Private police now outnumber public police
two to one. and their quality of service has increased appropriately. As
greater urbanization and pursuit of the job market continues to concentrate
large numbers of-people in high rise residential complexes of the inner city
and its surroundings, there quickly follows the support services of shopping
centers, mass transit systems, entertainment industries, schools, and hos-

pitals. " .

These security personnel are often armed and, increasingly, they are using
their weapons. Allegations are frequently made that many of these "rent-a-
jops" are poorly trained or unsuited for work in law enforcement. Two-thirds
of' the states have regulatory agencies for security services, but their effec-

tiveness is in doubt." Tighter control is needed to.protect the public from
-unWarranted intrusion by such paid guards. In addition to problems arising
from arrest, search, and detainment by such personnel, private enterprise has

also stepped in to gather intelligence about the aetivities of citizens. Police

Magazine notes the problem:

Public police agencies, strapped by public criticism and legal curbs on their
intelligence operatis4s, have been 'receiving information in the past few
years from a growing array of private surveillance operations that Specialize
in collecting information about political movements.

Some civil libertarians see this as a dangerous trend, since private intel-
ligence operations are not subject to state, local, or federal guidelines, nor
are they subject to freedom of information acts or other disclosure laws
that would allow them to be moVItored. In addition, it is more difficult to
sue ihem than public agencies for violating privacy and free expression
rights. 19 Si

Judge David Schepps argue.s that while citizens have some ability to check

the 'abuses of public' law enforcement agencies, the citizenry "must create
new mechanisms of control' over private agencies.'20

The Court System

The United States court systern exists at both the federal and the state levels
of government. 'each state has its pwn judicial system composed of a variety
of trial4courts which usually hear both. civil and criminal cases, and at least

one level of appeals courts before reaching the highest court, which is usually
the State Supreme Court. Figure 2 demonstrates the California court Structure,
typical of many large states.

z o
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tALIFORNIA COURT SYSTEM

SUPREME COURT
One Clilef Justice and SilAssociate Justices

13

First Disinct-San Francrwo
4 Diyrtons with .

4 judg in each division

COURTS OF APPEAL
(13 Divisions with 56 judges)

Second )istrict-Los Angeles
5 Divisions with

4 judges in each division

Fourth District
2 Divisions wit

4 judges in San Diego
5 judges in Sdn Berntrdino

Third District-Sacramento
1 Diyision with

7 judges

Fifth InstgictFresno
1 Division with

4 ,iudges

TRIAL COURTS

SUPERIOR COURTS
58 (one for each county)
with total of 538 judges

Jurisdiction

Civil.Over 55.000
Cnminal-Original jurisdiction in all cases except those ,

given by statute to munkipal or justice courts
AppealsTo Court of Appeal ot the district

MUNICIPAL COURTS
89 with total of 447 judges

Junsdiction

CivilS5.000 or less
Small Claims-5750 or less
CiiminalMisdemeanors & infractions
AppealsTo Appellate,Department of

Supenor Court

JUSTICE, COURTS
I 11 with total of 112 judges.

Jurisdiction

Civil-55,000 or less.
Small ClOmsS750 or less,

#
CriminalMiSdemeahors & infractions.
AppealsTo Appellate DepartMent of

Superior Court'
4

LINE OF APPEAL

--LINE or DISCRETIONARY REVIEW

Figure 2. Front MackCalifornia ParalegaPs'Handbook, 1977..
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At the, federal level, the civil and criminal trial coutts are called U.S.
District Courts. The losing party in most District proceedings has a right to
appeal to the Circuit Courts of Appeal as do the losers in many regulatory
agencies' decisions. The highest court is the United States Supreme Court
whose decisions are binding on all lower state or federal courts. Cases reach
the Supreme Court either by appeal or by a writ of certiorari.

With tv.o distinct court systems', the question of which court has juristhction
to hear a case becomes inqiortant. Some rights arising under state law may
be tried in federal court, while some federal issues may be heard in state
court. In addition, some cases may be heard in either court, a sitUation known
as concurrent jurisdiction. While the rules of jurisdiction are too complicated
to examine in detail, a few general guidelines will be discussed.

"The state courts are courts of 'residual' jurisdictionthey have authority
over all legal matters that are not specifically placed udder federal control." 21
Certain areas are basically federal issues. S,ubject matter jurisdiction refers
to thos legaLissues specifically' placed in federal hands by the Constitution
or Congress Copyright Jaw, banktu. ptcy, and issues arising from interstate
commerce are examples of subject matter jurisdiction. State laws or court
decisions that are deemed to violate the U.S. Constitution are properly federal
questions. Yet a third source of federal jurisdiction is diversity of citizenship
a situation in which two citizens from different states sue each other.22

Other Courts

In addition' to the regular trial and appellate courts, some special tribunals
require brief mention. A great deal of dispute adjudication OCCUrS before
.administrativd law judges. Over one thousand federal administrative law judges
and two or three thousand state administratide law judges are attached to
executive departments and regulatory commissiops. Referred to as hearing
officers, referees, judges, or heating commissioners, these individuals hear
claims for benefits or for enforcement of existing laws.'" Sher thirty federal
agencies such as the Internal Revenue Service', the Social Security Admin.:.
istration, the Labor Department, and the Immigration and Naturalization I3u-
reau, make extensive use of these agency judges who last year decided over
250.000 caSes. State unemployment or welfare agencies make extensive use
of such judges to speed up claims for benefits. In most instances, provision
is made for appas to the appropriate court if claims are not satisfactorily
settled.

Another 5pecial court js represented by/I/the military justice systemThe
initial court-martial tribunal is essentially controlled by the commander, and
the tiefendant is tried under military law. Different procedural protections are
provided in such proceedings, and review of appeals is placed in the Court
of Military Appeals.

A final special judicial system has been established by Indian tribes. Tribal
courts have jurisdiction over Certain crimes committed on reservations. While
this' would seem to .be an effective expression of Indian self-gqvernnnent,

22
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Professor Brakel, in his study of such courts for the American Bar Foundation,
concluded

The tribal courts do not work ,well, and necessary improvements would
require much time and involve many difficultips. To perpetuate them at all
runs counter to the evolutionary trends in the Indians: relation to the dom-
inant culture in this country. Therefore, it would be more realistic to aban-
don the system altogetherand to deal with civil and criminal problems in
the regular county and, state court systems.24

Definitional Considerations

The final portion of this overview of the general problem area of the U.S.
justice system will discuss the importance of defining or clarifying the major
terms of the debate resolutions. Several reasons Aive importance to defining
the Major terms. Underlying all reasons is the essential requirement to separate
permissible areas for affirmative and negative inquiry. . Definitions focus the
debater's attention on those areas important to research. They add substance
to the various options available to the negative."Good opportunities for neg-
ative counterplanning or topicality argumentation often can result from anal-
ysis by.definition. As noted in a recent textbook on argumentation, definitions,
in addition to 'contributing to general clarity, also help uncoiver the major
issues in dispute.2' Thus, at the beginning 'of any debate seash, vompre-
hensive knowledge of the various definitiorg pertinent to the problem area is
essential for identifying potential affirmative cases, as well as for preparing
effective negative cases.

Types of Definitions

Various methods may be used to defihe essential terms. One way is' to formally
announce ate meaning of each word in the resolution near the beginning of
the first affirmative speech. Another approach, more commonly employ;ed,
is to define tht resolution operationally as the affirmative plan. It is assUmed
that this oncrete plan w embody the true meaning of the essential words
of the debate topic. In other words, to dtane the resolution operationally
assumes the plan does reflect the resolution. Specific definitions and argu-
me:nts that justifty this particular 'affirmative interpretation should be kept in
reserve to be used if the negative issues a topicality challenge. The following
information was discussed in an earlier First Analysis.26

The burden of supplying a reasonable definition of terms rests with the
affirmative. Too often this obligation is misconstriced as being 'met by offering
any definition. Actually, , it is very important to establish a standard to measure
how reasonable or rational the proffered definition really is. This standard
should ultimately determine-the victor in a clash of differing approaches to
the resolution.

. One approach is to offer an intuitive idea f what a reasonable person would
consider proper areas for consideration under thci debate !topic. Spmetimes
this position is adv ocated without evidence, and typically,. references are made

23 ...111"
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to what the common citizen would Lonsider topical. This approach, if taken
without using evidence, places the debater at the men.), of the other tem or
the judge, they do not need to supply much refutation to weaken seriously
the impact of this type of definition. A standard dictionary definition. which
offers a general consensus of meaning for words. Lan pro%ide added authority
for the position.

Another approaLh tries to discover the spirit of the resolution or the interest
of the NUCEA Committee on Discussion and Debate. Certainly the provision
of a problem area and the publication of The Forensic Quarterl makes this
an easier task than in college debate where a parameter statement is the only
additional information conveyed by the authors of the resolution. However
useful the available information may be early in the summer, most debaters
by the end of the season will research the topic more extensively than the
preliminary investigators for the dikussion committee. The pool of know ledge / .
relied upon to formulate the resolution is quickly exhaustedand then ex,
ceeded by the industrious researcher. Thus, topicality should not be regarded
as it static issue, forever occupying fixed,iminutable boundaries. As additional
and more thorougk sources are explored, ideas of what fits within the topic
should also change.

Yet a third approach requires examining the grammatical context of the
words and phrases in each resolution. The position of adjectives, 'dependent
or Independent clauses, and prepositions may provide an indication of the
meaning of important terms.

A final method for discovering meaning is to examine what experts in
anous fields consider to be relevant information on certain topics. For ex-

ample, procedure is a very specific term to a lawyer. Legal, economic, and
business dicticinaries each offer an exact definition of this term. A number
of very good legal dictionaries can be consulted. Among the three most widely
used are Black's Law Dictionary, Words and Phrases, and Ballentine's Self-
Pronouncing Law Dictionaty. Similarly, textbooks. laws, and congressional
committees that deal with justice, law enforcement, and the courts consider
a variety of issues which are easily .researched. Concepts are clarified hy
policymakors when they use them in conjunction with certain topics. This
field approach also encourages die debater to consider different approaches
to problems:

Thus, a special value of disputation about a proposition's meaning or about
any.of its terms is that it forrcs debaters to careally 'consider the differences
in interpretation which appear across fields. One confronts the nature of
fields, as it were,, face to face when one grapples with differences in the
interpretations of specific terhis. No better way of illustrating the differences
between communities of discourse immediately suggests itself.27

The beginning of each of the following chapters will discuss the definition
of the basic terms of each resolution.
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3. Criminal Investigations

. Resolved: That the Uniteti States should adopt uniform rules govern-
ing the criminal investigation procedure of all public law-
enforcement agencies in the nation..

The investigation of crime is a necessary component of the criminal justice
system. Through propec investigation, information on crime and criminal
activity can be provided to the coUrts)o that the- interests of justia can be
served. Providing uniform rules may alleviate some of the shortcomings of
the present system and improve results obtained from such investigations.

Basic Concepts

This resolution calls for adopting uniform procedures. John AldArson notes
those methods of investigation currently controlla through social norms:

The police face some of the most intricate and difficult problems in the
inv.estigation of crime. In all civiliztd systems there are rules, which forbid
the use of dehumanizing practices such as so-called truth drugs, torture,
psychological disorientation, deprivation and so on. In extreme cases there

) are considerable pressures on the police to exact confessions and to extract
information at' almost any cost, but it has to be accepted that the end can
never justify tht means where the means in themselves are illegal. Of
course, the police have to seek the appropriate poi/ers to discharge their
task but, at the end of the day, they have to perform their duties under the
conditions as they exist, nof as they would likc them to exist.'

Any other change in the firocedures used by investigative agencies will have
distinct advantages and disadvantages. This chapter will examine some of
those possible reforms.

A law enforcement agency is, in the bioadest 'sense, any gropp involved
, in the investigation of criminal conduct. More specifically, law enforcement

is restricted to

. . . the field of crime prevention, enforcement of the criminal laws by
investigation and apprehension of the offenders, and preserving the peace;
persons and/or agencies involved in law enforcement activities. Some in-
clude prosecuting officials, criminal courts and corrections in the field of
law enforcement.2 f

Indeed, law enfnrcement agencies often are' defined to include the courts.,
Words and Phrases, a reipected legal dictionary, notes the following:

rot
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Term "law enforcement agency," in Criminal Injuries Compensation Act.
was intended to include police. 'prosecutors and arguably the courts and
even grand jury. but not the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board as
agency empowered to administer the act.'

Pnson officials involved in the investigation of specific crimes are also iden-
tified as law enforcement agencies as are Alcohol Beverage Control agencies 4
States also have many regulatory agencies involved in the investigation of
cruinal activity.

this resolution implies the modifiCation of public law enforcement. This
term is conceptualized by Arthur Bileck as follows: ,

Various professionals in the field consider the :keY 'distinction between
public and private security to be whether or not personnel have police
powers. i.c . the power of arrest. In many instances, publicly fundaper-,
sonnel po3sessing full ,pblice powers operate independently Otlle.law -

enforcement agencies and perform security functions in limited areas,rivelt
as mas:S transportation. p4bhc housing. park districts, school diseets, some'
colleges and universities, railroad police, port, authorities, and toll roads
Man) of these personnel uso the title "police" and have statutory power
of arrest independent of any local, state, or other law enforcement agencies
These individuals are cleally not sworn law enforcement officers of city,
county, state, or federal laVenforeementagengies.'.

AA..

All the debate resolutions call for uniform rules-. Unifo'riii means: "con-
forming to one rule or mode.-6 In this respect a Call 'for change need do only
certain things. require all agencies to operate under one rule or AO of rules;
require agencies to follow certain procedures (such as investigate,critnem a
certain manner), or require aencies in.volved in certain asplegs, of crithe tb

use certain specified rules. In Ofier words, to,_be:Uniform da* flotean all
jurisdictions need follow the same rules, only thai the rule- thatare adopted
must be followed consisten4y,;Ferinsiance, a uniform rule Mayate that- all

, titles with a defined large population create special units fd tight certain''
crimes. As long as all cities that meet this criprion do so, it is a unifOrm -
rule.

. .A word of caution for the researcher.,Many cases in this area overlap with
criminal court procedures and it,would behoove the prudent researcher of
either topic to consider the evidence and issues raised in the other. With so.
.many agencies potentially involved in criminal investigatipns, this, chapter

will focus on just a few of the coricems directly.related to, more traditional
interpretations of law enforcement agencies. After Considering some general
issues, the following topics will be e"xplored. the Federal Bureau of Itivesti-
gation, surveillance, stings, ietial surveilland, search techniques, interro-
g'ation, arson, crisikintervention, rape, drunk driving, deadly force, and crithe

1,

against the elderly. ,
r-

General Concerns , S.
Society determines the level of crime that it will tolerate. Not only are the
many crimes defined b-y society but the nature ansi extent of enforcement afe

2 6'. - '4
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)

.also decided by the level of popular support. Prevention a crime should be
a major focus of our criminal jUstice system. John Alderson, a noted inter-
national authority onsriminal justice, comments

To neglect the prevention Of crime is, in a way, to deny human rights for
the victim and, to the pme extent, for the offender inasmuch 8 society
has a duty to save offenders from their own criminality. A society which
neglects victims of crime can be said to be condoning crime.7,

Alderson also provides three levels of crime prevention. The primary level
is the .existence_df social conditions that discourage or dispel criminal ten-
dencies. esincially for young people. Thesecond level of crime prevention
is law enforcement patrols in public areas. The last level is the prospect of
increased,conviction for crimes which are committed.

Emphasizing prevention of crime iiivolves a drastic rethinking of current
priorities. Howeyer, changes in the political structure are required before such
a shift can occur. As Alderson explains

Police systems are the products of historical diversity. Differing cultural,
social, ana legal traditions not only produce different police concepts, but
also public attitudes toward police and their functions. Not only will the
attitudes of the public vary, but the police Will have differing views of their
place in society and of what is iftrded as their proper function.8

These diverse paitical pressures tend to promote Unequal levels .of law
forcement which, in fact, are exactly what the'people want. It can be argued
that any given level of enforcement is the result of citizen pressure. Richard
Neely, 'a West Virginia Appeals Court Judge, states

Why, then, have we not taken steps we know would have some effect?
The answerl are complicated, but, chief among them is that for every
proposal That might be made to reduce.crime, there is a powerful, organized
interest that opposes it. These obstructive groups often include the most
influential force of all, the middle-class interests that so frequently complain
about the threat of Crime.9

SuCh a system reflects the views of more powerful constituencies, not ec-
essardy those who are most likely victims or crime. The currently popu
concern for victims of crime.often ignores the most likely victimsMe or
and others living in ghettos or declining neighborhoods.' With pOwerful
groups opposing crime reform, it is clear that few changes will be made in
the current system that would truly reflect the needs of our less-advantaged
citizens:

In addition, ,the public is conCerned with the effectiveness of its law eh-
forcement-personnel. In their role as crime investigators, the police examine
evidence for, crimes alreadY committed. The structure of most Police De-
partments places detectives, not iniformed'officers, in charge of such inves:
tigations. The Rand Corporation studied this use of specialists in 1973. The
results were summarized by professors Vergil Williams and Raymond Sum-
rail:
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The Rand Corporation published its findings in October 1975. Its conclu-
sions and findings sent tremors throughout the wortfl of police management,
contrary to a priori asumptions cheriShed since Sir Robert PeePs Metro-
politan Police act of 1829. there was no a posterior evidence that detectives
played significant roles in stiving crimes, despite the popular' stereotype
of the.detective promoted, by nswels, movies, and televisin programs.
Rather, most cases that-Were solved at alLwere solved thiough the prelim-
inary investigations of patrol officers, through infopmation provided to
patrol officers by oi'dingy citizens, or through the most basic routine police
procedures,(e.g.. the identification of a felon or possible felony through
routine traffic check). In short, very few criines are solved by the ikills
usually attributed to detectives."

kence, one of the most effective crime prevention techniques May be the
increased use of patrol Officers. Currently, there are nearry ohe-half million
police officers. Expansion of police forceschas not beenseriously considered
by most cities, indeed the nation seems to be in a period of fiscal retrenchment
which would preclude such a policy.'2

Another concern centers on allegations of police Mistreatment of suspects.
Police in the perforMance of their duties 'are often legally liable for their
activities. ProfessorsMando del Carkien noted

A recent report of police tort cases pUblished by the Americans for Effective
Law Enforcement, Inc.. (AELE) and conducted by the International As-
sociation of Chiefs,of Police states that 13,000 suits were, filed against
police officers between 1967 and 197L According to the report. there was
.a 124 percent increase in the number of civil- suits filed against policC
offiCers from 1967 to 1971. False arrest, false imprisonment, and malicious
prosecution constituted over 40 percent of the suits filed in the five year
period stpdiedThe average judgment during the report period was $3.024,
alfhough's-ome judgrnenfs were six rtgUre awards. By 1975. the number of
suits alleging police misconduct exceeded 6.000 according to the AELE
report. The study otimated th`at an, average of I I I hours are used in
defending and 97 hours used in investigating a typical police misconduct
suit."

The V.S. Sypreme Court recently granted,absolutg sivil immunity for police,
who lie in

1

co
u

rt thus, severely limifing the use of lawsuits to control pOlice
action., The court did not preclude criminal sanctions for such witnesses."
Negative teams.may argue that increasing the use of civil law would replagir......"

.tbe, need for unitormltandards to control police abuse. Affirmative -teams
could argue ;hat uniform standards for victims of police abuse would eliminate
some of the problems of police miscotiduct, allow consistent uniform recom-
pense for the victims of such misconduct, and allow a forum for poor or
minority victims to air their grievances'.

Faerat Bureau of InVestigation

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is our major federal criminal in-
vestigation agency. Allegations concerning FBI attuse of investigative jloWers
in 1975 led the Pike and Church Committees in the House and Senate to hold
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hearings on FBI conduct. Reports and other inforination given these com-
mittees detailed senous and numerous abuses symptomatic of an agency out
of control. However, the quality of substquent reform that resulted is ques-

.z

nonable. Professor Tony Proveda of the State University of New York insists
little real reform occurred:

Although the post-Watergate political climate has exposed past abuses of
the intelligence agencies, we should not confuse public disclosure with
reform. There are recent indications that the disclosure of Hoover-era abuses.
,which imtially provided the impetus to reform. has not been used to stem
questionable practkes. Rather than reinforcing prohi6jtions of those abuses.
disclosure has served to promote the channeling of comparable work into
different organizational arrangements."

Superficially, things have changed at.the Bureau. "as the GAO repOrt hidi-
cates, FBI domestic intelligence operations have in fact been dramatically
reduced since they peaked iri I 972.'6 The reason for this change appears to
be an emphasis on quality intelligence 'over quantity."

eolitiCal squabbling has prevented the recharting of the FBI demanded by
the.great uproar in Congress. In lieu of,a new charter, directives issued in
the past few years by chiefs of the bureau have set agency procedures. Gary
Hayes, executive director of the Police Executive Research Form, described
the.advantages of a.,iiievy charter in place of the ad hoc approach of the status

quo: . ,

A charter would define federal, state. and local cooperation. It Would clarify
whom the FBI works for, whom it is 'accountable to. and would set up a
policymaking process. Without a charter, bureaucrats are left making the
decisions, and that's not right in a democracy."'

Even' with these advantages, the likelihood of the _Reagan administration
approving such a document is slim:

The need for restrictive FBI guidelines was recognized by both the Ford
and Carter administrations. And now. five.yetrs after they were imple-
mented, they are not only accepted but endorsed by high FBI officials.
Nevertheless. the Reagan administration has propOsed to curtail or abolish
them'. '9

Perhaps a well-defined charter could solve these and other problems,:
The current mood indicates repeal of the restrictive regulatiohs of the last

few years. William Webster, Bureau chief, has issued guidelines eliminating
those left by the Carter administration:

7
In the,absence of charter legislation. the Levi guidelines (effective April
19M) have provided the standard for opening domestic security,cases.
These guidelines do not restrict domestic intelligence investigations to vi-
olatiOns of federal law; they accept the premise that the purpose ,of such
investigations is prevention as well as prosecutiou. This premise, along
with the ambiguity of the guidalines, in effeer alidws many of the same
kinds of inVestigations that led to the abuses ol the past.2°

29.
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Ord guidelines are now superseded by even- less restrictive rules, perhaps
opening up the door for the return of previous abus'es. The new rules

Authorize the FBI to infiltrate or put informants into groups during
preliminary inquiries, where "there is not yet a reasonable indication of
criminal activities" warranting a full investigation. Levi had restricted these
techniques to full investigations.
Permit the FBI to continue low-level monitoring by informants of groups
which have become dormant and pose no "Inunediate threat of harm."
The FBI had been closing investigations when a group had gone more than
a year without resorting to violence.
Authorize for the first time, full investigations into public advocacy of
crimes of violence where there is apparent intent to carry out such threats.
Allow the-FBI to collect publicly available information on groups or
individuals who are not under investigation if the Privacy act is not violated.
Allow the FBI to investigate members Sf front or support groups that
are knowingly aiding the criminal objectives of a violence prone group
already under investigtion.21

These new rules were formulated specifically .to protect the country from
terrorist attacks.

Terrorists must be controlled. ROwever, research does not bear out the
perception that terrorism is a Major problem in the United States. Statistics .
indicate

The number of terrorist incidents in the Vnited States gradually declined
between 1,977 and 1980. 111,1977, the United. States experienced 111 ac-
knowledged terrorist incidents. In 1978, there were sixty-nine claimed
incidents in the United States and its possessions. That figtire was reduced
20 fifty-two in 1979, and twenty-nine in 1980. In 1981, however, the number
of claimed incidentswincreased to forty-two.22

Numbers alone do not necessarily reflect the -true nature of the problem.
Because of the potentially destructive power of available weapons, concern
still is generated that any terrorist nttack could be disastrous:

Sophisticated weaponry is widely available now, and it will not be much
longer before., in the opinion of observers, chemical and biological weapons
of mass destruction will be available to the international terrorist com-
munity. Although quite improbably, a few argue that terrorists will someday
get their hands on nuclear explosives.23'

The techniques needed to figlit terrorism involve the full range of police
powers. Charles Monroe, member of the-FBI, argues

No discussion of anti-terrorist investigative-techniques is Complete unless
it touches on the more sensitive and intrusive techniquesCoUrt authorized
electronic surveillance, informants, and undercover agents. The FBI's re-

cord in both criminal and foreign counterintelligence cases demonstrates
that we use these tools effectively whilg balancing individual rights and
the rights of. citiiens. We use, and will continue to use properly; these
tools to counter the danger that the armed terrorist poses to our society.24

Mr. Monroe's optimism is not shared by all. In the next section, uses of
surveillance techniques Will.be aiscussed o oeral levels.

1.91'
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Surveillance

Much of the work of federal, state, or local police invOlves surveillance of
potential criminals and criminal activities. Under President Reagan the use
of technological...means of surveillance has increased. Along with preventing
terrorism, the FBI also focuses on organized crime:

Federal wIretapeing, after years of decline, doubled during 1982, to reach,
its highest point in a decade. During thc twelvq-month period ending last
September. federal judges issued 226 electronic surveillance warrants

, more than twice the numbei for the previous year. Wiretaps on narcotics
dealers alone skyrocketed by 300 percent. according to figures that the
Drug Enforcement Administration has supplied . .

While local ana state use of wiretaps has declined, the potential exists for
increased Use becaose of new, state rules:

On the, state and Ideal level. wiretapping has declined for the last six years,
adeprobably wcnt down again in- 1982. However. seven slates have passed
thep own electronic eavesdropping laws in the past four years, whilh permit

st and local police to run thoir own eavesdropping operations.,A, total
of twenty-eight states and the District ofkColumbia. have cnactcd such laws.
In states without laps laws.** thc yeaily battles between police and leg-
islators over eavesdropping have intensified, and several statcs sccm to be
on thc verge of authorizing electronic cavesdropping,for thc first time.26

-The adv7antages of lavestigation by wiretap are numerous. In many cases the
evidence obtained through wiretapping has been the crucial component in
major convictions:

As thc recent Teamsters case showed. thc use Of electronic surveillance
under this law has provided powerful evidence of conspiracies that might
not have come to light otherwise. It has brought to ju'stice high- level
mobstep. helped to break up drug-smuggling operations and supplied law
cnforccmcnt with a clearcr picture of how organized crimc works.27

Although the benefits of obtaining information may be great, the costs to
individual liberty are also high.

tinder Hoover, the FBI copduc Ijec tjveiIIance s of political and social
personalities. State and local police also set up special units to gather similar
information. In many c.aso sti.h spying was done withput warrant, and for
noncriminal purposes: 24

Thc paucity of real tcrrorism in this country has oftcn allowed police
intelligence units to let thcir attcntion wander from violent threats to thc
public spfety to causes that are merely unpopular or disliked by thosc in
power. Thc most universally acknowledged misuse of such units has, been

to spy on politicians' political opponents. Formcr or current mayors of
Seattle, Detroit, and Houston have discovered, aftcr thcy were elected, that
their predecessors had used the cities' intelligence units to keep track of
them. Formcr Mayor Richard Daley of Chicago had police report each

weck to him on the activities of hiS political .-enemies."28

Allan Alder of the Center for National Security,Studies; an American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) sup4orted project monitoring police intelligence

31-
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activifies, reports: "The police can too easily stifle political dissent under the
guise of 'national security."'" Frank Donner, historian and civil rights law-
yer, concurs stating

The impact of surveillance on an individual's sense of freedom is enormous,
and, for this reason, yields the greatest return of repression for the smallest
investment in power. . . . Surveillance has tranformed itself from a means
into an end: an ongoing attack on nonconformity."

Clearly a ca.ip can be made to restrict the use of 'such techniques. However,
given the advantages of its use, a case also can be made to expand such
methods of law enforcement investigation under uniform procedures.

One approach ofteh mentioned is a policy of restricting electronic surveil-
lance to obvious crtminal activity. Controls on the gathering of information
may even enhance the quality of legitimate information.gatbered:

Lt. Col. Justin Dintino, head of the Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit
(LEIU), a 235-agency national intelligence-sharing network, said that most
police intelligence units not only collect less information today, but also
have shifted their emphasis from political concerns to traditional organized
crime.3I

The use of electronic means is not limited to nonparticipant investigations.
With the advent of the electronic mechanisms, "sting" operations have taken
an entirely different tack.

Sting Operations

In combination With audio technology, the videotape age has altered the
methods police use to inveitigate crime. Sting operations have become com-
monplace:

Recent Federal investigations, such as ABSCAM, MILAB, and BRILAB,
and the many local variations, such as police-run fencing fronts and anti-
crime decoy squads, call attention to changes in an old police tactic: un-
dercoves work. In the ,last .decade, covert law enforcement activity has
expanded in scale and changed in form. At the local level, for example,
the proportion of all police arrests involving undercover work has roughly
doubled in the last fifteen years. This represents in 'part an increase in work
countering drug offenses. Burnew federal aid for strike forces, the Witness
Protection Program, fencing stings, and anticrime decoys has been a major
stimulus.32

:
iOne of the major reasons fpx the expansion of this activity s the advantage

such evidence presents in prosecution, of crime. A person caught on tape
making an illegal deal is more likely to be Convicted. ATso, with the increasing
complexity of search and seizure rules, an accurate record exists of how an
arrest was made. In the ABSCAM case, for example, an assistant attorney
general viewed the tapes as they were being made, enabling a warning to be
sent to agents to prevent legal problems.33

Strikirkg examples of the succeis of sting operations include

32 "
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Clifford's Las Vegas unit worked with federal undercover agents in 1 76
and 1971-to- establish a storefront fencing operation that caught 1
transactions on videotape. More than 309 indictments were brou and .
175 defendants convicted, some on multiple charges. In the second year
of the' operation, S12 million worth of stolen property was recoverid.

In Pima County, Ariz., Steve Cartwright, the county Sheriff's video
production coordinator, says that twenty-six men recently were charged
with frequenting prostitutes; after seeing themselves on videotape, only
eigbt or nine took their cases, to trial.

In Memphis, Tenn., a video surveillance unit has obtained a 98 percent
conviction rate on about 4,000 indictments in the last seven years. The unit

. is headed by Lt. John Talley, nicknamed "The King of Sting.9! Talley's
unit uses sophisticated tape recorders and color television cameras; it has
recovered $15 million in stolen property.34

However, by shifting the criterion for success from the number of convictions
to redudtion of crime, others question-this record of success:

- A .1979 Justice Departinent study, entitled What Happened, makes rather
grandiose claims foohe success of sixty-two anti-fencing sting operations
carried out since 1974. 4ut in a reanalysis, Klockars casts serious doubts
on the quality of these data and their interpretation. Klockars concludes
that there is no sound statistical evidence to suggest that the sting operations

z produced a decline in the rite of property crime. An analysis of the use of
federal funds for anti-fencing projects in San Diego over a five-year period
concluded that neither the market for stolen property nor the incidence of
property crime had been reduced.33

However, the quantitative success or failure of sting operations is not the
only question. Such operations also present problems for the police:

,
Other costs to the police . . . can be wasted resources and even tragic
consequences. The secrecy, presence of 'multiple enforcement agencies,
and nature of many undercover activities cap mean that police end up
enforcing the law against one another. Sometinies the instances are merely
comical, as in the case described by Whited. Here, an effeminate man,
wearing mascara went for, a walk with another, man he met at a gay bar.
After a series of suggestive comments, the former, an undercover officer,
sought to arrest his companion. He discovered that the companion, also an
undercover officer, was hoping to arrest hiM. Other times, however, the
results are far more serious, as undercover poke are shot or killed by other
police. In recent years in the New York area alone, eight black police
officers in undercover roles or working as plainclothesmen have been shot
(five fatally) by other policemen who mistook them for lawbreakers.36

, .

Th courts have generally held as constitutional the use of sting operations.
Some commentators dbubt the accuracy of that assessment.. Besides possible
violation of the Fifth Amendment protection against self-incrimination, there
is also the Fourth Amendmaht requirement for warrants. In the case of sting
operations, Warrants are seldom used:

Most video surveillance is conducted without warrants or cniiit orders,
however. This is because the courts have ruled that search warrants are not
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required in public places, or where the conient of the owner of the estab-
lishment is obtained, or where one.of the parties to the surveillance con-
sents."

-

Nat Hentoff, member of the Board of Directors of the American Civil Liberties
Union, considers such procedures a clear violation of the.FourthiAmendment
requiring that one search with "particularity." He warns

If this nation should ever become an authoritarian state, it will not be
through a coup. The change will have been under way, incrementally, for
a long time, as the citizens in each generation become increasingly accus-
tomed to the mere possibility of the ubiquitous government ear and eye.3t

Through se of technological surveillance methods, the warning of Orwell's
1984'co Id indeed prove true.9-----

,
OthetjSearch Techniques

Addel to electronic searches are more traditional physical searches of the
individual and personal immediate surroundings. Edwin W. Tucker explains
the logic of search law:

In-the area .of ihe criminal law, the Fourth and Fifth Amendments serve as
the critical guardians of one's "right to be let alone." The Fourth Amend-
ment prohibits unreasonable warrantless searches or seizures but not rea-
sonable ones. The Supreme Court has observed that this Arriendment proteets
"persons" rather than "places." As presently interpreted, ii shields one
from an unreasonable governmental intrusion in any setting in which it
would be reasonable for a person to conclude that what he or she is sayhig
or doing is being done in private, beyond the inquiring eyes or prying ears
of government officers.°

Two types of search techniques desePve special attention. The first is the
search and seizure of automobiles; the second deals with the use of strip'
searches.

The courts over the years have created several special rules concerning the
search of automobiles. Many.argue the inherent mobility of vehicles makes
,use of warrants often impossible. Others, including Professor Barry Latzer,
believe the ju.stification for these marrantless 'searches is weak:

In sum, neither of the proffered justifications for warrantless search and
seizure of aatomobile is persuasive. The concept of mobility has been
disfigured beyond recognition, and the expectation cif privacy seems some-
thing of a transparent rationalization. The result is that security against
automobile searches has been largely eviscerated,4'

This exception to Fourth Amendment requirements for warrants may allow
for an increased identification of possible felons, but the trade offprotection
to citizins versus loss of individual civil libertiesis suspect. A case can be
made to remove thi§ exception, especially in the case of "tow and search."
In such instances a car is brought back to the police station before a search
is conducted. In this'instance, time to obtain' a search warrant is available,
mitigating the justifkation for the existence of this exception.42

3 4
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Strip searches do not' require warrants in many cases since they are used
mainly againstipeople arrested and taken into custody. The FBI, Drug En-
forcement Agency, and many local agencies often use strip searches as routine
procedure.4 However, in many instances, apparently unjustified searches are
conducted. Women have complained that after routine traffic tickets they have
been brought downtow n and forced to undergo strip searches." Unless lim-
ited, police generally assume the right to incorporate strip searches into routine
booking procedure.4c The resUlt can be extremely damaging to the ,psycho-
logical well-being of the women. Some women equate the procedure to rape.
"In psychological testimony., women say fhe aftereffects were similar to
rapethey hesitated to participate in normal sexual relations afterwards. It's
a degradation and affects people in sexual terms.' '" Given the vastly differing
rules, either a uniform b-an or a uniform rule regarding the use of strip searches
appears necessaKy.

J.

Aerial Surveillance

One last area of suneillance to be considered is that performed by helicopters
and airplanes. Easy access to air transportation encourages police to use this
technique to increase suneillance capabilities. The courts haw anew ed such
searches, although the rationale behind these procedures is questionable. Ron-
ald Granberg commented

The recent decisions depart from the proper standard. namely. whether by
his own particular acts the defendant has objectively manifested a reasonable _

expectation of privacy. The recent decisions also oVerlook the fact that
aerial surveillanLe is not "plain view," because, absent feathered policemen,
such. surveillance cannot occur without technological assistance. An aerial
view is no more "plain" than a wiretap is "plain" hearing.'"

When an aerial team hits the sky they usually patrol a large area. This allows
for uncontrulled searches in areas prey iously considered private by most
landow ners. Such aerial searches help to 4iscover plots of marijuana being
grown in the middle of other crops.

Interrogation

In 1966 a Warren Court decision required a warning from police-before any
questioning can occur after an arrest. These warnings arose from the case of
Miranda v. Ari:aa, and are known as the Miranda rights. Until this time,
courts and law makers remained silent when confronted ith evidence of abuse
of questioning procedures. Although the decision created a uniform procedure,
its applicatioif has varied so much that William Hart argues, "Law enforce-
ment executives and interrogators are pleased that they have SO effectively
muted the impact of the Miranda decision."48 University of Michigan Law

;Professor Yale Kamisar complains

0 Miranda wasn't really all that devastating. I don't deny that policemen give
the warnings, but they can give it in the same tone of voice as asking,
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"How tall are you?" They can.make it seem like part of filling out just
another form. The suspect dOesn't really absorb it. If I were giving the
warnings, for example, I bet the number of suspects would go up phenom-

. enally.49,

If cleai and uniform interrogation rules are created, much of the confusion

regarding confdsions may be eliminated. The assumption of this position is

that more effective investigation would lead directly into more effective pros-
ecution. Debaters may wish to suggest such procedural regulations as one
approach to this resolution.

The focus in this chapter now shifts from these broader issues to examples
'of specific crimes that would benefit from reformed procedures.

Arson

The crime of arson affects everyone either directly or indirectly through raised
fire insurance premiums. One of the problems in investigating arson is the
lack of a coherent definition of what constitutes arson. Elaine Knapp isolated

some of the,reasons for this confusion:

Finding out how many arsons occur in the U.S. is a problem. Arson statistics
were first collected in 1979 by the federal Uniform Crime Reporting pro-
gram after arson was designated a Part I offense by.Congress in 1978. The
federal statistics include only fires determined through,investigaticatahaVe
been willfully set-and exclude unknown origin or suspiciouSfires. Since
arson investigation is lacking in many parts o -the-fountry, these official
figures for arson are lower than manyl by other sources.5°

The most recent official ures show grim totals:

With repofis from law enforcement agencies representing 84 percent of the
US.-gopulation, the number of arsons reported was 128,752 during 1980.
"More than half- weie against structures, with 58 percent of those against
tesidences. Property damage by arson totaled $891 million, with average
losses of $7,745. There were 291 murders by, aiSon.5'

However, as stated, these official figures may reflect an underestimating of
.the problem. The National Fire Protection Association, an industry organi-

zation, "estimated that incendiary and suspicious fires during 1980 totaled

146,000 out of 3 million fires, that 770 persons were killed by arson out of
6,505 fire deaths, and that arson cost $1.76 billion out of a total fire loss of

some $6 billion."52 Indeed, a uniform national reporting system for reliable

arson data seems a necessity.
Other changes could help stem this destructive crime. Past reforms have

Included coOperation between insurers to identify possible arson. suspects.

Many buildings set afire are overinsured, others' owe back faxes. To help

prevent arson, some states have passed laws forcing insurance claimants to

prove real value of property (Kansas) and with claims over $19,000, to prove

no taxes are in arrears (eight, states). Nine states provide for delays in the

settling of claims for suspicious fires to allow for arson investigation." How-
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ever, such efforts arct--16ited. Broader legislation granting immunity f
lawsuib to insurance Lompanies and encouraging reporting of arson suspects
has been passed in forty-eight states. Twenty-nine states allow for' the recip-
rocal flow of information between law enforcement and insurers.54

Some insurance companies have enCouraged the investigation of arson by
providing experts for the investigation of suspicious fires. These programs
have been funded by the companies themselves, and are present in three
states."-

Specific efforts can be made to increase the effectiveness of arson inves-
tigators. Because,of the diversity in investigdIon procedures, uniform pro-
cedures based on effective measures would be called for by this topic. Current
enforcement of arson lass is woefully ineffective in many jurisdictions. Sam
Friedman noted:

Forced try circumstances to continue parceling out.claiins chercks to arson-
ists, insurers are sadly aware that their chances of digging up and sub-
stannaung enough evidence to even warrant filing a case, let along securing
a conviction and a stiff jail sentence. arc in most instances practically niI.56

Howeyer, even limited efforts have shown results. ---------
The most recent example of a successful arson program is that of Kansas

City, Supported by a grant from the now defunct Law Enforcement As§fstance

' Administration (LEAA), the program proyides for better invdtiga ion and
results in more convictions. The program entails the following:

29

its main wcapon is a special prosecutor who handles only arson-r1ared
cases. Together with a strengthened police unit and An upgraded lap, the
city is recording some impressive court victories, with casualties siarpris-
ingly heavier on the arTnists' side, rather than on the side of !Ye tradi-
tionally harned prosectitors.11

The article.continues

Besides the special prosecutor's salary, the grant paid for an expanded
clerical and lab staff._ along with special arson investigative equipment
which "greatly aided evidence gathering.""

The results of the program are impressive: .

There were more arson cases filed in 1980 and ,1981 lhan during the six
previoUs years combined. The prosecution has maintained an extremely
healthy 65 percent conviction rate, which stands out when compared to the
national average of 5 to 6 percent. , . .59

If such dramatic results could be obtained nationwide, perhaps a reversal of
the present incidence of arson would take place.

Crisis Intervention

Police in America fill many roles. As investigators they, also serve as a type
of-social worker, especially in response to family crises. How an officer
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responds to such a call for help ultimately affects both the outcome of any
subsequent prosecution and any resolution of the problem. The situation itself
can be very dangerous. Lee Bowker.stated

Although police officers tend to define domestic violence as failing to
require legal intervention, there is considerable evidence that 'domestic
assaults are extremely dangerous. Oppenlander (1980) found that vi4ms
were twice as likely to be injured in domestic assaults as in othet assails,
and Gaquin found that spousal assaults were higher than other assaults in
causing physical injuries, requiring medical care for the victim, requiring
hospital treatment, and causing the victim to lose time from work. A study
of the relationship between domestic violence and homicide in Kansas City
revealed that police had responded to one or more disturbance calls at the
address of either the victim or the. offender in nearly 90 percent of thb
known domestic homicide cases. In haleof the homicides,.the police had
made five or more calls during the past two ycars preceding the homicide.V

The need for an adequate response to the crimes involved is evident.
Many people may be reluctant to seek help in cases Of spouse abuse.

Children-also are the innocent victims of abuse yet may never receiye assis-
tance. In the case of battered women, studies have shown inconsistent results
regarding the number of assaults reported to policc. Studies of randomly
selected subjects have shown 55 percent in one national study of battered
women and 9 percent in a study in Kentucky; other sources indicate between
one-third and two-thirds of such assaults may be reported."

The helpfulness of police insuch domestic situations has been questionable.
'Professor Bowker of Wisconsin stated that: "Battered women often request
that police officers arrest their assaulters, but officers generally talk themeout
of it or openly refuse to make the arrest."62 Many studies measuring victim
perceptions have indicated that the' police are not viewed as being helpful.°

Numerous efforts have been made to alleviate some of the victims' concern.
With the recent passage of Proposition'8 in California, many observers her-
alded the eighties as the decade of concern for crime victims. However, most
of the supposed reform to helii "victims" has been simply in the form of
retribution, making sentences stiffer and altering arrest laws. Professor Bowker
continues

Eyen when arrest laws are changed to make it casicE for police officers to
use criminal sanctions when requested to do so by battered wives, officers
may continue to avoid making arrests. When police Officers persist in
handling domestic disputes informally, they may fail to enter these disputes
in official records in such a way tbat they could later be cited by battered
women in a variety of legal actions against their husbands, or to defend
themselves in court should they eventually kill ,their husbands in self-
defensC.64

This unwillingness to arrest violent husbands has been c ited as one of the
major factors in victims' low opinion of police.65

One solution to improve such investigative procedures would include train-
ing police to be sensitive to the needs of thc victims and better equip them

38
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to deal with domestis disputes. A common view of Ow enforcement ignores
this role of police. Nkhen police are trained V) deal with domestic violence
the situation dramatisally iMproses. Early.tesolution of these domestic prob-
lems could present more serious crimes. Properly trained police wonl*e
more likely to refer problems to tappropriate family support agenci0 *Hen
the need Arises. This includes not only spouse abuse, but other Potential
problems of domestis iolense, InLluding child abuse. These techniques may
also prove useful inethe insestigatton and subsequent treatment of rape victims.

-
Rape

&Hundreds of thousands of rapes are reported each'year, and thousandsemore

occur et are never reported. Reasons forjtot reporting rapes vary, however,
helpful attitudes of police and subsequent treatment of la ms increases victim
willingness to contact authorities. In order to prosecute rapists, police must
be coniasted and esidence must be gathered. Often, through shoddy inves-,
tigatise techniques, physical es idence or other information is lost. Tg coMbat
this problem, seseral actions need to be taken. Police and hospital personnel
must be trained in the handling of rape cases. Becatise of the nature of the
sine, special procedures Must be followed. Hospital staffs must be aware
of the need to gather es idence in a manner that asoids further traumatizing
the victim. One way to do this is to hase special units devoted to rape care
and insestigation. Another is .to hase readily available techqiques to gather
information. In Illinois the use'of the "Vitullo" evidence kit assists hospitals
in the gathering of evidence.°

Coupled with better evidence gathering is the need to of,* counseling to "
the victim. One possible case area would be for affirmatives to proside direct
assistance to sktims. Publis knowledge of sush asststance would increase the.
number of sictims w illing to prosecute`and Eater testify, often itself a traumatic
experience.

Another major crime.afflicting society is the high incidence of drunk driy-
ing.

Drunk Driving

The 'fact that (people drink and drive 4 a sad commentary o'n American
lifestyles. Nvith the formation and political lobbying of such groups as Mothbrs
Against Drunk Driving (MADD), this crime is now closely, scrutinized by
legislatures. The scope of the.problem is vast:

f .

Some 50 percent of all drivers killed each year )hve blood alcohol con-
centrations (BAC) in excess of the level fortpresumed intoxication, 0.10
percent, lh sifigle vehicle crashes,, where it is more certain who is at fault,
upwards of 65 percent of those drivers who die were legally drunk, Over

. . the past ten years, the proportion of highway deaths involving alcohol has
averaged a tragie 25,000' per year.. Thus, a straggering one quarter of a
million Americans have lost their lives itf alcohol related crashes in the last
decade. Thexosiof drunk driving has a high economic cost to this country

39
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as well. A conservative est iniate of the fotal econornic cost of drunk dnving
is put at approximately 25 billion dollars a year."

With such carnage on our nation's highways. the need for an effective remedy,
. .

for DriVing While Intoxicated (DWI) is obyious.
To 'reduce these deaths several changes can be attempted. kequirements

for devices ip automobiles that would *impt the drunk from 'using a car ,
have been suggested. Drivers and occupants should wear It at belts.° Others

,

support such in-car safety delices a tthe installation of airbap to pre:vent`,
death from ehicle crashes. However, theO solutions do not obvigte the need
for better enforcement or the law: .In Matyla , roadblocks are used on
weekend evenings to catch drunk drivers. When ombined.with enforcement,
such teChnical, .solutions will be optimal. Better training of police, stricter

and better methods of finding drUnk drivers are a few the items'to
be considered.

Many pace agencies give officers less,than adequate training in this prob-
lem area. The National Hi4kay Traffic Safety Administration, (NHTSA)
notes

Many law enforcement officials have not been trained inifnethads of de-
tecting drunk drivers. DWI offenders often escape being apprehended be-
cause officers are not alert to such symptoms as driving in spurts or veq
slowly, overshooting traffic signs, ddlay in turning, lights on, driving close
to the curb, jerky starting andstops, _and driving with windows down in

cold weather. When a diver is stopped on luspicion of drunk driving,
officert often have difficulty in determining.th, level of hiipairment because
the psychomotoHests presently used are not very reliable. Our expectation
is that bofh the number and quality of DWI arrests cin be Wreased through
a.combination of expanded training, imprOved psychomot6r tests, and greater
use of portable breathtesting equipment."

This lacLof trainipg may be due to the failure to set a high priority on DWI
enforcement. NHTSA reported

,-- Research in factors influencing D4 arrests has shown that management
4'

e . ,

support plays a critical role in deprmining theJevel of enforcement. It also
shows that a lack of support from police conimand officers results in low
levels of effort from the officers in the street; and when management
encourages strict and effective enforcement of drunk driving laws, the patrol
officers tend to enforce, DWI laws more actively.7i . , ....1

Hence, a change in the status given DWI enforéement would increase the
enforcement of current law' -s': .. . -., .,.,

One highly pUblicized, method of increrod enforcement 'is the implemen-..
tation of new and stricter laws. The

ce
dere gOvernment late in 1982 made it\

attractive for states to alter their laws to conform to new standards:
l

Under the new law, states would be eligible to receive a basic grant (30
percent of the state's annual allotment of federal highway safety funds),by
satisfying the,following four basic criteria put forth in the legislation:

Setting a .10 percent blood-alcohol concentration standard for legal
intoxication.

e
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*,Providing prompt susp&sion of the driver's license for no leis than
ninety days for first offenders and for no less than one year for repeat
offenders.

Requiring a mandatory mininium sentence of forty-eight coniecutive
hours in jail or ten days' community service for repeat.effenders,

thcreasing enforcement of state drunk driving laws supported,by-public
-information.n

If the new.law, hai the desired effect; many laws concerning the enforcement
of DWI wW.1 become more uniform. kowever, in triny states the,D4ill
allows Par The refusal of a brood-alcohol tesi albeit with varying consequences
It is the right to refuse to take such a test i a allows many drunk drivers to

escape prosecutiOn.
Many methods of finding drunk J lye 3 have been suggested. One of the

mist significant tosivil rights, It. ,rheys is the utilization of "random" stops
by police. In some Scandinavian countries random stops have been used for
years, resulting in'auto death rates much lower than in the U.S.

James Fyfe commented, upon the risk that such tactics entail. He states

Police officers quickly learn that "car stops" are only slightly less onerous
events than "family disputes," Car stops are dangerous and full of mn-
certainty. Officers can never be sure whom they are stopping or whether
seeming mere traffic violators are actually wited felons."

,
Further, government statistics bear this risk out
.

U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau Of Investigation, Uniform
Crime Reports for the United States, 1980 indicates that seventeen of the
104 American liw-enfOrcement officers feloniously killed during 1980 died
at "traffic pursuits and_stops." The same report indicates that another
6;277 officers were asi'aulted at such events durins 1980.74

Therefore, weighed against the possible advantage's of roadblocks and random
stops in apprehending drunk drivers or other criminals must be the risks
involved with such procedures.

Even withottythe known risks, the benefits are uncertain. Professor Fyfe

adds

Police agencies liave also encouraged officers to stop motorists in cases
not involving clear Violations or articulable grounds for suspicion. They
have done so on the assumption that such activities are likely to deter and
detect drunk' driving, auto thefts, unlicensed driving, and otherviolationi'v
threatening to.life and property. Data.to support that assumption, however,
are simply not available: there exists litde, if any, research that reports
upon the effectiveness of "random" police stops of motor vehicles as either

a crime deterrent or a crime detector."

Beside the lack of data 'supporting the effectiveness of random stops, the U.S.

Supreme Caul has ruled such stops violate the Fourth Amendthent. However,
the Supreme Court did not require i total ban on thii procedure, only on
grocedures that vested ,vast discretion in thelolice. The Court stated in
(deciding the case of Prouse v. Delaware that
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This case does not preclude the State of Delaware or other states from
developing methods for sput-checks that involve less intrusion oi that do
not irtvolve the unconstrained exercise of discretion. Questioning all on-
Coming traffic at coadblock-type,s4s is one possible alternative:76

Hence, such procedures, whire helping find drunk drivers, may prove too
damaging to civil rights. A case can be made then, for the uniform adoption
or the uniform prohibition of such techniques:

Related to drunk dnving problems is another aspect of police officer safety.
This one concerns the use of force by police in arrests and Violence against

, poIicinihe performance of their duties.

Dewily Force and Violence
J., A

Policeare-invol.led in the' investightion of violence and, in some instances,
are the instigatOrs of violence. The approach_ that police take in response to
violence-determines some the direction that violence will take..Those
techpiques for dealing withN. omestic disputes may also apply to communal
violence. In addition, The control of the use of deadly force by law enforcement
.personriel ineeded s.

It has been chirged that violence by police tends to be directskd toward
minorities. While minorities arc sIfot and killed by police offic4, as are
others, debate as. to the- meaning of these figures is 'important. One study
states: "Oat the high mortali4 rate of blacks in police shootings, seems to
result primarilyfrom community characteristics, §uch as the high general rate
of violence 'in the inner cities, rathef'cthan froffi a tendency among police to
treat blacks and whhes, differeiritly solely because of race." Yet this same
,study conciudes "overall, 'the data availablefor decision-making are slim.
and-the, need fo'r., researsh great."1,7

, A number of regulationsloy.drning the usepf force by police exists. Many
laws legalize thelise of force.bY pojice only in given situations. Arnold Binder
and Peter Scharf reported that

As of 1976, twenty-four stoics had justification statutes directly reflecting
the common law rule Ian arresting officer could use deadly force tto prevent ,
the escape of a fleeing felonbut not a fleeing misdemeanant), and seven
other states had statutes allowing deadly force only when there was violence

,
or the,danger of Niolence.78

The California Supreme Caul/ generated a strider rule interpreting the' Cal-
ifornia Penal Code,as prohibiting, deadly force unless the felony is ylolent, a
forcible and ,atroCious One where the,fear of death, serious bodily harm. or
other major concern' it, involvea." The ,eftectiveness of statutes regulating
use of force is suspect., Dr. Peter Manning, of Michigan State University.
analyzed the current sitvtion arwl noted. "legal contrpls are weak. sOstantive
case law is incogsistent, and departnieptal regulations and policies on the use
of force variable.'"4 Perhaps new laws, regulations, and policies tre in order.

;
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.
New department policies could be fashioned based on the California re-

stricfions regarding fleeing, felons. Albert Re Iss, professor of sociology at

'tali, elucidates other governmental possibilities:,

Governmental control of force can be accomplished in a number of ways,
but principally by controlling opportunities for the use of deadly force,
institutions and the organizationS must be altered, whereas to control de-

cisions to use it. organizations must manage them.81

* He continues

Ristricting opportunities for thp legitimate use of force appears effective
in reducing ib use and the harmful consequences of injury and death.82

Professor Wilson and others advocate-other measures:

One such policy recommendation, that the police think more seriously and
imaginatively about ways of detecting and confiscating guns illegally in
the possession of persons on the Street. If they are to do this. they must
be supported by a criminal justice system willing to see significant penalties

imposed on persons convicted of carrying illegal, concealed weapons.°

Forms of gun control are debatable solutions to these problems. It could be
argued that, with local, state, and federal gun laws varying from total bans

to requirements for possession, a uniform standard could prove useful to

police. For instance, Manning believes a national regist ion plan °would

certainly aid in the investigation of weapons offenses.84
Violence against police, by police, and by others again civilians concerns

everyone. 'However, some aspects of crime affect only subpopulations, such

as crime against the elderly.

Crime Against the Elderly

35

Over the past years the general debate on crime has been highlighted by
dramatic representations about crime against Alderly people. Because of age
and income, many elaerly suffer from the effect ofcrime more than younger

,

people. For example, not only is an older persOn more vulnerable to being

accidently killed during the connnission of a crime, but ago

one study conducted in Portland,,-Ore., founcilhat when the elderly are
injured as a result of a acrime, manywell over one-quarterare dead
within a year, not so much because of the injuries sustained in the attatk
as because of "a terrible sense of violation. A lot of old people are willing
their own deaths.as a result of ,this."s5

The fear alone may be enough. In response, special police unitk have been

set up in some areas focusing on the investigation of crimes against this
elderly segment of our population.

The total number of. crimes, committed against the elderly is not that large.

One study demonstrates

The most extensive.study of crime and the elderly, released late last year

was.compiled by the Criminal Justice'Research Center in Albany, N.Y..'
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and spousored by the federal Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS). The study
examined data from twenty six major cities and concluded that **the eldetly
have the lowest aggregate rate of victimization." It also concluded that the
elderly were tha_least likely to be either attacked or injured,,and when
injured, serious injury was rare.** Furthermore, the study said, the elderly
were no more likely to b ktIñIzed by juveniles,than by older offenders.'6

However, despite the uncertain suggested by such research data, special
units have been set up in scveral ju dictions. Gerontologists are aware that
many crimes are not reported.

Along with popular and media attention on these crimes Its come an
increase in the number of special units dealing with the el rly. The gomplaint
from the aged arises. "many departments, while taking no e of the situation,
have,not undertaken specific effort, and have established n special.anits to
address victimization of the elderly."81 Others disagree, stating

While Advocates for the elderly would disagree. police officials say that in
most cities the number of crimes against the elderly is not great enough to
justify special units. The police have some research evidenceoniheir side.
A recent study by the University City Science Center in Washington. D.C..
concl6ded that ."in light of the operational realities and budgetary realities
facing most departments, there arc indications that such programs may not
constitute the most effective use of limited police resources.*"8

However, relief from budgetary constraints may be one approach to enhanced
investigation that debaters may try to explore under this topic. In this instance,
current realities would change, forcing a reconsideration of such wnclusions.

The problems of the elderlY are 'one of but many sabpopülitions that could
be addressed under this topic. The investigation of crime is an important issue
that deserves active research and careful consideration.

4 4
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Resolved: That the .United States should establish uniform rules
governing the procedure of all civil courts in the nation.

Basic Concepts

Since this resolution finished in third place in thi preferred Poll it is unlikely
that it wilt be ;elected as the final resolution next.year. Yet the resolution on
uniform rules for civil courts is still an important area for the debater to
investigate. First, the *justice system requires distinctions between criminal
and civil coorts. In a civil case one party claims that another has caused an
individual injury or harm. This dispute between two individuals uses the court
as a neutral forum to hear and adjudicate the dispute. The thigant must prove
the case by a preponderance of the evidence, which is a less rigorous standard
of proof than used for criminal cases.' Words and Phrases notes several
dictionary denitions of the term civil:

Webster' s Unabridged Dictionary defines the ordinary meaning of the word
civil to be. "Relh3ing to rights and remedies sought by action or suit, distinct
from criminal proceedings." Bouvigr's Law Dictionary defines the legal
Or technical meaning of the word civil to be: "In contradistinction to
criminal, to indicate the private rights and remedies of men as members
of the community, in contrast to those which are public and Mate to the
government; thus, we speak of 'civil prOctss' and 'criminarprocess,"civil
jurisdiction' and 'criminal jurigdiction.' " Anderson's Law Dictionary &-
fines the word thus. "Concerning the rights of and wrongs to individuals,
considered as private persons, in contradistinction to criminal, or that which
concerns the, whole political society, tile community, state, goiternment:
as civil action, case, code, court, damage, injury, proceeding, procedure,
process, femedy."2

A second reason .for.cl9se scrutiny of this resolution is the relationship
between civil and criminal' courts. in most jurisdictions, the 'same court can
hear both types of cases. As was noted in-Chapter two, civil court judges Are'
often switched to criminal court when there is a significant backlog of cases.
Professor Edwin Tucker notes. "Courts, have sought to enhance the likelihood
that persons who are accused of a crinte are granted a speedy trial. It is not
uncOmmon for state courts when confronted with an especially heavy backlog
of criminal cases to transfer judges who generally hear civil cases to Criminal

.. courts to help reduce the pending criminal caseload."3 Thns, a clear under-
standing of civil cases given lower priority vis-a-vis criminal trials is needed.
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Third, similar procedures.and problems affect both civil and criminal pro-
ceedings. For example, Issues surrounding alternate dispute resolution mech-
anisms, jury instructions, and use of videotaped testimony are equally germane
to both civ,i1 and criminal trials.

The typical 6%11 La Se begins with one party filing a complaint in the proper
court against another party. A case number is assigned and the defendant is
served a copy of the papers announLing the lawsuit. The defendant then files
an answer to the complaint IA ith the court. After this step, the defendant
introduces a vanety of pretnal motions to convince the judge to dismiss the
case, If these motions are denied, both parties engage in the process of
discovery, , allowing eaLh side to find out Lertain information upon which the
opponent has based the Llaim.,If no settlement is reached ifter discoVery, the
trial begins.

Many civil cases are tried before a judge without a jury. There are con-
stitutional requirements for a jury trial in most civil cases, and some juris-
dictions have juries of six rather than twelve persons. Another diffe,rence is
that the verdict does not have to be unanimous,4 it must be in most juris-
dictions in criminal cases. Once the judge or jury reaches a decision the losing
party has the option of filing an appeal.' For additional steps in the process
of civil litigation, -debaters should examine the Federal Rules of Civil Pro-
cedure or the rules of procedure that apply to their states. These procedures
provide important guarantees for the parties involved, but also contribute to
delay in the courts.

Delay

Chapter two briefly discussed the problem of delay in the courts. The basis
for the litigation explosion is found in the faith and trust Americans have
placed in their legal system. State courts alone hear over twelve million civil
cases a year, with annual increases projected at 10 to 25 percent in trial and
appellate filings. The litigation explosiodoccurs because as former Attorney
General Griffin Bell argues, "The legal system is one of our country's ac-
complishments that Americans can be most proud of. Unhappily, we made
too much of a good thing. As individuals, we use the courts too much. And
our society has turned over to our judicial and quasi-judicial systems too many
questions of public policy that timorous politicians are unwilling to handle
themselves."' Among more specific reasons for the increase in litigation
often offered by legal-scholars are

4, reliance on the courts compensates for public lack of trust in other
1 institutions.

courts are used to provide fundamental. sweeping social changes in
the status Ow which political institutions cannot make.1
government regulations encourage citizens to rely on the courts for
redress of agency grievances or for protection for new legislatively
siven rights.
increascd affluence and technology encourages use of courts to seek
recompense for minor injuries.

4 6
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the, Supreme Court- has created new rights and remedies for civil

the demographic shift from rur al to. urban America broke down tra-
ditional relotionships and local methods for neighborly solution of
many disputes. . .

the increasing stress and complexity of modem life tends to quickly
escalate conflict situations,3
the United States has more lawyers per capita than any other nation.
Litigation works to the economic advantage of attorneys who collect
fees and rejainers.9

The present system is actively promoting a variety of reforms to reduce delay
while still providing an appropriate forum for resolution of disputes.

General Reforms A

All levels of government are seeking solutions to court delay.sThe U.S. Justice
Department has proposed a wide range of legislative solutions which would
affect both the federal and state judiciary. Those proposals would expand
"the power of federal magistrates, introduce in-court' arbitration of certain
types of -civi) cases, reduce dr eliminate diversity jurisdiction, alter rules
governing class actions, provide funds and technical assistance to encourage
the development of mechanisms for resolving minor disputes, and reform
intermediate appellate courts." i° Other measures have'been directed at man-
agement training and research. F.dwin Tucker points to the actions which do

not make the big news stories:

A Federal Judicial Center to probe problems of the administration of juStice
has been established. An administrative office has been establighed within
the federal court system and in a large number of state court systems.
Judicial councils, composed of judges, have be9n organized. They study

-reports and.proposals submitted by administrative officials.

Collectively the judges undertake to improve court management. States and
cities may recommend or even require that newly appointed or elected
judges attend classes carried on under the direction of experienced judges
so that the neophytes may quickly familiarize themselves with court pro-
cedures."

Yet another approach has centered on procedural adjustments. Charlotte Carter,

a staff attorney for the National Center for State Courts, notes the breadth of

such reforms: . .

Some jurisdictions have attempted to reduce caseloads by requiring pre-
hearing settlement conferences or by diverting certain kinds of cases to
arbitration boards or mediation or dispute settlement centers. Other juris-
dictions have adopted measure's that permit more ilexibility and efficiency
in handling increasing .workloads with current judicial resources. Others
have instituted procedural reforms, including rules that provide for tighter '
control and accounting Of case flow, expedite' the criminal appeals process,
reduce time limits for filing briefs, require prompt:preparation of transcripts
ofi appeal, and restrict formal written Opinions to cases that involve new
or significant legal issues.'2

4 7
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New technology, such as videotaping witnesses.or teleconferencing, holds
some promise of promoting more efficient use of lawyer and court time.

Trial Judges

A recent study by the National Center.for State Cour6 examined variables
that might account for a high backlog of cases. The Center found that court
size, the number of judges, the number of fury trials, increased workload cif
judges, and settlement activity had little effect on the time it took to hear a
case:

The most significant finding of this study, however, is that the pace of
litigation is determined primarily by the local legal culiure, defined as a
stable set of expectations and informal rules of behavior on the part of
judges and lawyers. The study concluded that locaLlegal culturei can be
changed to improve the pace of litigation.if judicial personnel accept re-
sponsibility for reducing delay. Suggested techniques for partial or tothl
court management'of the pace of litigation include total case management
from commencement to disposition, imposition of firm trial dates, limi-
tations on continuances and special emphasis on the movement of older
cases. Testing'in pilot courts has demonstrated that these techniques do,
in fact, work.'3

As an editorial in a 1981 ABA Journal concluded

,The administration of justice is, however, the responsibility of trial judges
If they set trial dates with reasonable notice to counsel, they should take
steps to be certain that the calendar will be open and the case,can be tried.
Then they should insist thai counsel prepare adequately."

Thus, one important ally in the battle to reduce trial delay is the trial court
,

judge.

Appeals Courts

The huge increase in Itie number of trials has also resulted in a backlog of
appeals. The American Bar Association' has recommended the creation of
intemediate state appellate courts to ease the burden of such delay. One of
the major disadvantages of such an approach is the increased cost and delay
for those litigants who must now make a second appeal. A time series analysis
completed by Flango and Blair of`the National Center for State Courts ex-
amined data from seven states and concluded that any rduction in volume
of appeals was only temporary:

From our examination of these seven states, we conclude that case. filings'
and case processing time were reduced'in the courts of last resort in the
years immediately following the establishment of intermediate appellate
courts. At. best, however, this was an interruption of the trend toward
increasing caseload in the state courts of last resort. Unless othei measures
were taken, such as increasing the size or jurisdiction of the intermediate
appellate court, the caseload of the courts of last resort soon .ttached the
same volome it would have reached if the intermediate appellate court had
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not been created. Indeed, the establishment of an intermediate appellate

court seems to encourage more initial appeals.°

Another proposal supported by the ABA is the establiihment of a National

Court of Appeals which would serve to reduce the number of cases heard by

the Supreme Court. Former judge and Education Secretary Shirley Hufstedler

notes that the creation of such a court "is a necessary step in alleviating the

intolerable burden on the federal appellate system. The existing structure does

not have the capacity to maintain stability, , harmony, and predictability of the

national law.I6
Thus far, the procedural changes tfiat "could help the courts deal with the

litigation explosion have not involved reducing access to the courts for parties

seeking resolution of their disputes. 'The next section of this chapter will

examine the issues involved in eliminating or directing certain.cases, before

they reach the trial level.

Subject Matter
One method for reducing court backlog is to decrease the-number of cases

that can be filed in civil court. While this may be the unintended resUlt of

simile of the previously discussed procedural reforms, direct measures for

achieving this outcome have been suggested. For example, some legal scholars

have urged establishing special courts to hear certain types of cases so that

the number of tengthy civil cases now being tried before general courts may

be reduced.

Spedalked Courts

The advantages claimed by proponents of speciaj courts include the fol-

lowing:

specialist courts would have expert judges who pre knowledgeable

about complex areas of the law.
such judges could resolve issues dster and better than generalist judges.

nicire time could be devoted to deciding cases because the workload

would be smAer.
other courts' caseloads would be reduced as cevaikcases arc diverted

to specialists.
uniformity and predictability would be increase'd as the.saine courts

'handle similar cases.'7

Several specialized courts such as the Tax Court and the Emergency Court

of Appeals have been evaluated as successful. However, opponents of special

courts also have strong arguments to support their positi,on:

thu basic assumptions and ramification of-law will undergo less scru-
.

tiny if specialists decide cases.
it will be easier for organized itherests to exert political pressure for
appointment of special judges who farr their positions,/
the public and lawyers may view special courts as "inferior." staffed

by second class judges. .
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most eases mvolve a wide range of issues which would result in
fragmented decisions if speci%l courts considered only those within
their jurisdiction. 18

A compromise betWeen mandatory special courts and fhe continued use of
general courts would be allowing the parties an option of using special courts.
These tribunals,usually hear lswsuits involv ing complicated issues such as
patent or copyright inffiNgement. antitrust violations, or product liability claims.
Many local jurisdictions have courts specializing in traffic offenses.

A good example of a special tribunal is the small claims court. These
forums were established to provide aggrieved constuners, tenants, and other
citizens a place to present their claims with a minimum of confusion, cost.
or delby without the assistance of lawyers. But this promise of quick and
accessible justice for all has never been realized:

Something happened to the spirit of the small claims courts. Instead of
forums for "ordinary people," by 1960 we discover that collection agencies
were the predominant users of small claims courts. For exainple, a 1961

, study of Dane County. Wisconsin, reported that 93 percent of the small
claims plaintiffs were businesses.. Another study in Alameda County. Cal-
dorm. showed that business and governmental bodies initiated 60 percent
of all actions.I9

The reasons for such use patterns are not difficult to discover. "The intricacies
of filing a complainL the disparity in sophistication between the individuals
and businesses generally involved in disputes, and the lack of knowledge of
the courts' availability all have contributed to the lack of use of the courts
by their intended beneficiaries."' Given this difficulty it is not surprising
that other avenues for meeting the needs of aggrieved consumers have been
contemplated.

No Fault

Another method o rating cases from the courts' jurisdiction is to pass
legislation. requiring parties with certain types of claims to settle their differ-
ences without going to couit. One such example is nOaolt automobile in-
surance. This legislatively-induced concept requiresgath insurance company
to pay the small damage claims of its insured drivers regardless Of fault.
Larger damage claims for more serious injuries'may be the subject of a lawsuit
if either party desires to file a claim. Another example is no-fault divorce.
In 1969 California allowed spouses who agreed to dissolve their marriage to
do so without spending the huge sum_of money on lawyers and court costs
often involved in proving that one party was to blame for the breakup. These
changes also reduced the waiting period before a divorce was finalized:Vir-
tually every state has followed,California's lead and the court time spent on
divorce cases has been reduced.

In theory, the no-fault idea could be applied to a number of other subject
areas. However, mosj lawyers are opposed to any extension of the no-fault
concept:
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Denial af Claims of &lids

A very direct method for reducing the time spent by the courts on some cases

is to deny a claim of action for certain types of private wrongs. The, effect

is that the courts would be barred from hearing such caseS. For ekample,

attempts have been made to remove the federal eourts from issues arising

from busing of children to achieve integration or from conseration of abor-_

non cases. Debaters may seek to develop affirmatiVe cases based on the

elimination of judicial scrutiny of a variety of social issues. Among those

subjects presenting fertile areas for research are medical malpractice, product

liability, wrongful life, wrongful birth. environment issues, and government

immunity..

Alternative Dispuie Resolution Mechanisms

While properly classified as a technique of controlling access to the courts,

the use of private forums fs the resolution of disputes is viewed with favor

by most of the legaLestablishments. The major types'of alternative dispute

resolution mechanisms are community centers, settlement eonferences, ar-

bitration, and, mediation. The status quo recognizes. the need to encourage

the expansion of such programs.

Community Centers

A tremendous need exists for,nonjudicial resolution of consumer, landlord,
merchant, family, or neighbor complaints that involve small sums of money,

or are minor disputes basically caused by poor inteipersonal communication,

S. Shepherd Tate, past president of the American Bar Association, noted

There can be no doubt that we must find Ways toimprove the settlement
of smalt personal or monetary disputeS without the formalities or prohibitive'
costs of court action. Many aggrieved parties. regardless of socioeconomic
status. do-not now have effective access.to any forum for the resolution
of-disputes because the loss involyed is generally far less than the time,
money. ond trouble itquired to recover it. And, in some consumer and
othcr disputes, the traditional adversary system may not be the best ap-
proach.21

Griffin Bell demonstrated the growth of such programs when he observed:

"In a survey cOnducted in 1981; the -American Bar Association found 141

dispute resolution,programs operating, including programs in nearly every

major city of the nation. Ten years earlier, there had been less than six."2

In 1980 Congress passed'the Dispute Resolution Act which contained two

major provisions. First, within the Department of Justice a itipute resolution

resource center would be established to act as a clearinghouse for information

about innovatiSe programs. Second, federal grant money would be authorized

to provide a state with funds to strengthen current programs and develop new

dispute resolution systems.23 UnfOrtunately, Congress refused to fund the

program.
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Besides the lack 1,A. money, few local residents know about the availability
of such services. 'university of Southern California Professor Earl Johnson
reported

It is almost accidental if community members find their way to' an appro-
priate forum other than the regular courts. Several other modes of dispute
resolution already are available in many communities. Still, since they are
operated by a hodge-pbelge of local government agencies, neighborhood
organizations, and trade associations, citizens must be very knowledgeable
about communityi resoures to locate the right forum for their particular
dispute.14

When properly funded and linked to the justice system dispute resolution
centers can be extremely effectivejhe DePartment of Justice funded these
pdot Neighborhood Justice Centers where lay people were trained as mediators
to resolve complaints. "A-fp:feral evaluation of the centers during .their first
fifteenjtionths of operation found that nearly half of the 3947 cases referred
tO them had been resolVed. Si): months after the cases were resolved, a large
majority of the disputants said the agreements were still in force and that they
wore satisfied with the process."25

Settlement Conferences

At both the appellate and trial level the Use of voluntary,orpandatory get-
tlement conferences has proven effective. The exact format or these confeit,
ences varies with each jurisdiction, but generally requires that the attorneys
fpr both parties meet with a judge or panel of judges to resolve the issues itr
a civil suit before either trial or appeal. As legal scholar B. E. Witkin explained

(T)he settlement conference for civil appeals is an indispensable part.of an-
efficient appellate system. The constantly expanding volume of appealed
cases carries a loud and clear message: There will alvays be too many
appeals to process in the traditional manner. Even though the settlement
conference will not solve the problem of appellate overload by itself, that
problem will never Ve solved without it.26

0
Data from jurisdictions that have adopted Settlement conferences reinforces
Witkin's optimism. Eight years ago, the California Third District Court of
Appeals.began requiring settlement conferences. The results were tabulated
in the California State Bar .1Mtrnal:

Sacramento's settlement confeirence program has resulted in a sabstantial
increase in the number of civil cases dismissed after the record has, been
perfected. The percentage oficivil cases in which conferences are held has
almost doubled since the inception of the program and approximately half
of all civil cases in which there is a conferenee settle.

Appellate settlement conferences have substantially reduced the amount of
judge time necessary to process the civil calendar in Sacramento, and they
have been primarily responsible for the elimination of the civil case backlog.22

,Settling cases before trial "is one of the greatest potentials for assisting
the courts to reduce their caseloads."28 Examples of the use of such confer-
ences demonstrate significant succets:
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five panels with three. judges on each panel conferred with attorneys
in 115 cases in San Diego. More than 70 percent of the cases were
settled.
pahels of one jUdge, ne defense attorney, and one plaintiff's attorney
settled almost 80 rcent of the cases voluntarily submitted to it in
San Berfitrdino,County.
The Superior Court of Riverside County inaugurated a system of
settlement conferences, which settled 614 long cause civil cases.during

a ten-month period, the net effect of which was to reduce the time*
spent waiting for trial from nearly two years to just a few months.

Los Angeles County uses three separate approaches resulting in the
settlement of 5d percent of the cases that otherwise would have gone
to tria1.29 .

Arbitration

For many years, arbitration has been used to settle disput& under labor

contracts. Arbitration involves submitting a diagreement to an impartial third

party who Makes either a binding or nonbinding decision pn the parties. An
expl'riment with mandatory but nonbinding.arbitration for certain types of

casts was begun by three federal district courts:Claims were for under $100,000

and a dissatisfied party could decide to go to trial. The Federal Judicial Center

evaluated this effort and found that "about 40-WC-en( of the arbitrated cases

ended with the award being accepted . . of those seeking a further hearing,'

46 percent weee settled before trial.""
When Qrange County in California used retired judges to serve as arbitra-

tors, )t found considerable demand for their services. The type of cases referred

included: "larger personal injury or wrongful death cases involving multiple

defendants, primary and exc'ess insurance carriers; structured settlementsnd
.other cases requiring multiple, lengthy conferences, which are not reaZily

available in themormal judicial channels. Conferences are avajlable at a much

earlier date than would otherwise be possible in the judicial system.'?'. The

results were similar to those achieved in the federal courts:

During 1980 approximately 1.400 cases were referred from court i range

County. About 30 percent,were settled before hearing, s under 45

percent were heard, and the remaining 25 percent arc pending. Of those
heard, about 25 percent requested a. trial,de novo but less than 5 percent

actually-went to trial, having settled close to the original award.12 '

This use of arbitration is* not without its detractors. Robert Gnaizda of

Public Advocates, Inc. is concerned ihat the availability of expinsive private

arbitrators may create a dual system of justice with the rich opting for private
judges while the poor must wait for the public courts to act, Constitutional '1

,problems may also be involved with deprivation of due process 3nd a lack

of equal proteciion.",

Mediation ,. .

Unlike arbitration and the courts whichsequire a third party to-clecide-a-clisputt7--
mediation is an attempt to aid the parties in reaching their own agreement.
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It lb perceived by many as 4 preferredmethod fortruly.settfing disagreements.
The Neighborhood Justice Centers, disctissed earlier in.this chapter, relied
on mediation to resolve the problems brought to them. While virtualk any
potential lawsuit couh d. be theSubject of mediation ift'the ,Parties agreed to it,
iiiTheations now,exist that mediation may be required in certain cases before

a case w ill. be heard by thescourts. Recent legislation in California mandates .
that "parents with a custody, or visitation dispute must attempt 3It mediate
that dispute with the asSistabee of a skilled family counselor before they are,
entitled to a court hearing.',' Before the state statute was pas'sed a number,

o ,

of Superior 'Courts in Califormo used mediatiOn. The experience F an,
cisc demonstrates the pote4ial-of such.a .procedure:

,u

. Z.
Along with other pr&edural changes. mandatory mediation of custody and
visnatnin disputes Was instituted in Fetruary I977and the .resutts,qave) been dramatic. The San Francisco Superior Court had only five contested
custody or visitation h rings or trials during 1980. In one year there were
fewer hearings than Ii IT had been in iksingle day under the old system.

. M of November 19 . there were only three adversary hearings or trials
'with a dispute ove stOdy or visitation in 1981.35

Another illustration f the use of mediation is to help prisonerstand officials
resohe claims that might otherwise result in-lawsuits. Prisoners file a large
number of Corliplaints with the fedbral cOurts:

. During the last half he 1060s. inmate suits doublid, and 16,000 were
. tiled in 1970. For t e ten-month period ending June, 1981, nearly 28,000

"Suits' were filed. Mu of this reflects the dramatic rise in the prisegn pop-
ula.tion, from j20,000 in 1960' to 350.000 as of June. 1981, according to
a Bureau OfJustice Statistics Bulletin. Biu while prisoners numbered about
1.5 percent of the U.S. population in 1981. they filed 15 percent of the.
total federal suits."'"

Since MO the United Sitrre-cpistric Cjurt fqr Maryland has given prisoner
who file civil rights actions the ption of ubmitting their ,complaints to j.
voluntary mediatitin. The intent as tipt.th s method woulra-Jiothe court
to ,reserVe time to hear ale more serious cases.".Mediation ighf also serve

. , .
to open lines of communication between inmates and stall so tnat complaints

, th.at'are serious to prisoners but frivOloUS in the eyes /Of the law may be.1
resolved to the mutual satisfaction of all parties. A Snlematic evaluation.,e

'this piogram has yet to'be, fiublished but the project shouli prpvidel basis
forevaluating the role of mediation in theptgal system. "..

Parties and Actions

Not everyone who has a complaint against.another person, government agerie
or bilsineSs can have, the courts dieide the grievance. A party needs-legal
standing to 'sue and the complaint must be an action the court can hear.Tor.
a civil 'action art indigent litigant has no_sonstitutional right, as one has in

.criminal proced.pre, to have ait attorney appointed by the courts.
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Indigents and Representation

The United States is "the only western democracy lithout a legislative or:

constituticMal guarantee of counsel for indigent .civiliitigants "38 In an ad-
versary system like"that of the United States, the ability to ,pay is directly
related to the quality of representatiOn:

The contributions made by legal counsel, eXpeiNitnesses, and investigators

may be crucial elemeDts in determining how aeourt will rule. Patently an
indigent is generally at a disadvantage when battling an afflant opponent
A.litiganes'strategy and tactics may be but a shadow oPvhat they might
have bcen if he or she possessed the wherewithal, with which to obtain the
very best tools so as to prove his or her side of th.e case and to refute the
evidence of his or her opponent.39

This does not mean that. the poor receive no help from the present system.
Federal judges do have discretiondry power to appdint attorneys for indigent

litigants under 28 U.S. Code section I 9I5(d).4° Most sotesalso have statutory

provisions that allow for judicial assignment.of lawyers to represent the poor

However, such procedUres remain discretionary. as Professor Tucker notes:

azik Congress.has provided that a federal court may request an attorney to serve
as cotinsel for an indigent litigaht in a civil proceeding. This is a matter
for judicial discretion. Courts generally assign.counsel only in Unusual

cases, requiring that the petitioner establish a compelling and meritorious
need. A court cannot compel an attorney to comply with a request that he

or she is Snot entitled to compensation from the federal government. State
law may empower &state court under specified conditions to assigh counsel

to assist indigents- in civil cases.4'

Most statesoand the federal governMent fund legal service programs .which

provide assistance for the poorin such caies as eviction, fainily law problems,

repossessions, disability and welfare claims, and wage garnishments.' How-

ever, these programs have a relatively low priority and are subjecte vere

budgetary cuts when government budgets are tight. Laviyers afncouraged
by their bar associations to volunteer timt fcl pro bono work on behalf of
the poor. Hqwever, the Tesponse is uneven and, at best, it represents a partial

solution to the problem of adequate representation for the poor in civil cases.

The status quo also provides for waivdr of filing fees for sohie categories
of civil cases if the party is too poOr to pay. This concept, known as in forma

pauperts, requires the court to evaluate the probability of."the" indigent suc-
ceeding in.the litigation:If the court decides that it is impossible' that the

Indigent will be successful before the tribunal, his or her request E2r permission

tO proc eed in forma pauperis will be denied. Patently this Atrine is not
intended to accord the same legal rights to all indigents or to treat the poOr

and the affluent alike,"42 in addition, the SuPreme Court has acknowledged

that there are certain types of fundamental civil rights, such as divoree pro-
ceedings, that a party cannot be deprived of because of lack of financial

ability.,
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. This is clearly an area for the affirmative to, develop uniform procedures
providing representation for poor litigants and acces to the courts regardless
of ability to pay:

Class Actions

Both federal.and state procedures allow a lawsuit to be filed on behalf of a
large group or class of people v,ho have suffered similar injury from a de-
fendant. These lawsuits are referred to as ''class actions." Tucker offers
additional information:

In a class suit, one or several persons, each having suffered similar harm
due to the defendant's same form pfkrongful behavior, maintain a single
swirl which they ask for damages on their own behalf as well as on behalf
of all other persons, who have been similarly harmed. If the liabilitY of the
defendant is established, the cburywill enter a judgmht in favor of tfie
named plaintiff or plaintiffs and an others on whose behalf the suit was
brought. Any member of the successfully represented-class who desired to
secure the .amount of money due to him or her need not personally com-
mence his or her own lawsuit, but need simply show the court what portion
of the total award he or she is entitled to receive:*

The technical aspects of such lawsuits vary among jurisdictions but usually
require that each plaintiff have a minimum distinct claim (in federal court
this amounts to $10,000 each) and that notice be given to find as many
members of the class as possible. lrule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure also lists the prerequisites for such joint action:

(a) Prerequisites to a Class Action. One or more rinembers of a class may
_5.0 be sued as representative parties on behalfof, all only if (I) the class

so numerous t a j cr-of-al rs is impracticable. (2) there are
Iquestioris of law or fact common to the c1ag's,-(3) t c claims-and-defenses
of the representative parties are typical of the claims or defenses of the
class. and (4) the representative-parties will fairly and adequately protect
the interests of the class.t;

There are strong arguments in favor of strengthening the procedures for
allowing class action sults. Among the more commonly cited arguments are
the following:

reduces the nurnber 'of eases filed by consolidating similar claims,
thus saving court time.
reduces the risk of different trial couits reachinginconsistent results.
decreases the overall OAS for both plaintiffs and defendants who need
only deal with one lawsuit instead or hundreds or thousands.
allows poor plaintiffs to have access to the courts through judicial
awards for attomey fees for representing clients in, such lawsuitg.
awards comperisation to all similarly situated members Of the class,
rather than the named plaintiff alone.-

Class actions are filed against, manufacturers, government agencies, or other
parties whose products or actions adversely affect a large number of people.
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Restrictions proposed on class-actions atteinpt to eliminate abuses caused

by frivolous lay/suits. They may alsO reduce the effectiveness of this legal

mechanism. for example, federal appeals courts recently have refused to

allow a "class" to be created for the vicfims of the Kansas City Hyatt Hotel
disaster and another cqurt "refused to continue a class suit involving users

of the Dalkon Shield intrauterine device. 45 Other 'courts have dismissed
frivolous suits or slashed awards of attorney fees.46 One of the major argu--

ments against federally funded legal services programs is that they promote

class action suits by the poor against the government. Congress is considering

legislation that would restrict legal services participation in class action suits

against the government. Ralph Abascal of the California Rural Legal Assis-
tance Program notes the type of actions now filed:

The typical legal services class action against government involve's an
underlying claim that a subordinate level of government is acting inviolation

of taw as dictated by a higher level of governmentfor min*. a claim
that a county welfare department regulation violates a state statute or reg-
ulation, a state welfare department regulation violates a federal regulation

or statute, a a federal welfare regulation is contrary to a congressional

statute. Nearly.all class actions against government officials are merely law

enforcement actions, as are class actions against private entities.37

This is a productive area for developing uniform procedures since each
jurisdiction has different rules and the abuses in the use of class action lawsuits

encourage reform:

Prohibitions

Legal prohibitions restrict the ability of one party to sue another. A long-

standing prohibition on children suing parents has recently been relaxed in a

limited number of instances:

With the change in attitude toward family, rejection of the premise that in

a vanety of ways women are inferior to men. and belated concern with
child's rights, judicial approval of intrafamily immunity has eroded Today

married persons may sue one another. The law had long recognized the

right of a child to ask a court to adjudge his'or her rights and the rights of
his or her parents under a contract, or a will, or to property, or to an
inheritance. More recently. the right .of a chifd to sue a parent for inten-

tionally inflicting an injury upon him or her has_been recognized. The

newest addition in this area has been acknowledgement of a right Of a child

to sue his or her parents for negligently causing.hiM or her injury.'"

While allowing some lawsuits is legitimate, especially where insurance com-

panies will ultimately pay the judgment, extensions of this concept could
create serious problems. Examples of such ill-advised suits might involve
claims for not sending the child to expensive schools or for giving birth when

parents were informed that the child might be handicapped.
Other illustrations ofparties or actions that have undergone change include

abortion, rights of illegitimate children, visitation rights for grandparents,
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adoption proceedings, and immunity of government officials. The debater is
free to investigate who should be allowed to file lawsuits and ;that constitutes

- a cause of action. The mechanism for implementing those concerns lies in
modifications of civil 'court procedures..

Trial Procedures

While indigents have no constitutional right to a lawyer in civil matters, a
number of other procedureS are guaranteed, especially if one of the parties
involved is the government. Joel Gora of the Ameiican Civil Liberties Union
lists several civil rights protected by judicial procedure:

right to a hearing.
right to proper notice of the nature of the 'action.
Tight to confront witnesses, review evidence.
right to cross examine witnesses.
right to a jury trial if a court will hear the case.49

Many of -these procedural rights are similar to those enjoyed bY the accused
in a criniinal trial. Proponents of this debate resolution may wish to recom-
mend extending additional procedural guarantees to those involved in civil
litigation. The material in chapter five provides information on these case

'areas:
Other court-related procedures have been identified as needing,significant

modification. A few -samples of such reform will be presented. Alexander
Yakutis of the Judicial Council notes

A catalogue of all subjects relating directly or indirectly to- change and
improvement in the way the civil business of the courts is conducted would
be a lengthy one. Expanded publication of appellate court opinions. access
of electronic media to the courtroom, acoustical recording of proceedings
where po court reporter is available, court interpreter standards. innovations
in jury managementthese are only some of the matters of current interest
on the margins of the reform of civil procedure.5°

Abuse Of Discovery

Perhaps the major,argument on civil procedure refOrm centers on allegations
of abuse of the discovery process. The ABA Advisory Committee on, Civil
Rules of the Judicial Conference's Committee on Rules of Practice and Pro-
cedure repOrted serious and widespread abuse of the discovery process. Dis-
covery is being misused and overused in far too many cases."---

One of the critics of the current discOvery process, William B. Lawless,
has stated that 'discovery is at the heart of the problem of delay and the
high cosrofhfitigation' and that delay and high cost 'are strangling justice'
and devouring clients. At thc Pound Conference Prancis R. Kirkharn held
that the purpose of discovery has been 'perverted,' and Simon H. Rakind
declared that discovery proceeds today with no serious regulation and that
it hasbecome, in many areas of the Jaw, a sporting match and endurance

, contest.52.
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These allegations are challenged by JUlius Levine of Boston University's
law school who notes the results of two independent studies of discovery

procedures:

Examination of the incessant allegations of abuse of fedeial discovery
establishes two propositions. First, there has not been pervasive., general
abuse of discovery in the quantitative sense of overuse. Second, there are,
adequate po3,cers in general tinder the federal rules to check any attempted
abuse in the quantity or quality of discovery used or in resistance to dis-
covery,
A third conspicuous c.ondusion has emerged consistently from statistically
significant empirical examfnations into allegations that discoveryuis abused
that the quantity of discovery in most cases is sma11.53

Joseph Ebersole, deputy director of the Federal Judicial.,Center, concludes.
that discpvery problems will not be resolved by any single solution and echoes
Levtne's contention that judges can control abuses through use of their current
powers:

Many of the factors (leading to abuse of discovery) cannot be, directly
controlled either by rules or by judgesfor example, the relative size of
law firms, differences in the parties' resources, and the acrimony between
the parties. When they are aware of the factors that may be operating in a
given case, however, judges are in a posifion to control and mitigate the
effects. Tbis control can-prevent-the occurrence of problems in some cases
and can lead to timely and effective correction action in others.54

Judges

One major component of a smoothly functioning judicial system is competent,
well-trained judges. As noted before, the judge has a critical role to play in
the ,quality of justice provided in the trial process. Support for monitorink
and disciplining errant members of the judiciary confines to grow. Professor
Tucker nops. "There is an escalating level of insistence that there be an end
to the secrecy, lack of diligence, and indifference which have generally marked
the reaction to complaints which charge lack of judicial integrity and com-
petence. "55

Solutions to this problem include developing plan's for electing judges,
removal of certain cases from the couq, or establishinpecall procedures for
judges who demonstrate a lack of professional responsibility The states have
responded to enhance the integrity of the judicial process through increased
tratning of judges. In addition, most states have established judicial conduct
organizations to investigate charges of incompetence or lack of fitness tO hold

office.56

Juries

In general, if a trial is provided for in civil contests, there is a right to request
that it be heard by a jury. The Constitution proVides such amight in all disputes
over twenty dollars. However, the structure and rules of civil juries differ
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greatly. Th .S. Supreme Court has ruled that state civil juries can be
composed f fewer than twehe persbns and that the decision nea not be
unanimous1 This procedure is in marked contrast to federal criminal proce-
dures whic guarantee a twehe-person jury and require a unanimous decision.
Additional information on these issues will be presented in chapter five.

In addition to these molifications. pressure [lbw exists to remove juries
from comple4,cases. Two U.S. courts of appeals have ruled in opposite ways
on this issue. Proponents of this policy argue that the ordinary jury does not
haw the expertise to render an informed judgment when lengthy or compli-
cated legal or factual issues are presented. Examples frequently cited are cases
in antitrust, patent, copyright.'or product liability. ..Mark Nordenburg of the
rFederal Judicial Center suggests alternatives:

Two alternatives. therefore, deserve consideration. The use of specially
qualified juries offers hope that by modifying jury selection in complex
cases, the courts can achieve the widest practicable use of juries as the
ability of jurors to understand and resolve difficult issues improves. The
use of expert nonjury tribunals on the other hand, might provide for mom
fully informed, rational and efficient decisionmakingthough the jury
would be eliminated iria narrow range of cases.57

Other scholars are not sure that remoNing juries from complex cases would
reSult in better decisions. Peter Sperlich .of the Uniyersity of California,
Berkeley, concludes:

adoption of a complexity exception(however defined) would create grave
practical problems. that it probably could not be applied rationally and
consistently.. and that it is not likely to produce better verdicts. Finally,
takini note of the "economic" argument against the jury. I maintain that
even if there were conclusive evidence that bench trials result in improved
efficiency and cost savings, the virtues of trial by jury are even greater: it
provides individualization of justice. a check. on judicial power, citizen
education. a means by which community values may influence the justice
systeM. and a basis for popular1aCceptance of judicial, deeisions.58

Rather than abandon the jury system in such cases, a variety of prpcedural
reform would increase the effectiveness of jury decision making. Among
these changes are

reach decisions step.by, step on seqUential litigation.
split a case so juries handle the nontechnical aspects.
train juriesin group communication skills.
train jury forepersons as group facilitators.
videotape testimony for juror recall.
videotape judge's instructions for replay.
give jury instructioni at beginning of the trial.'
use visual aids to demonstrate important issues.
allow jurors to ask questions during the'tnal.59

Procedural modifications, properly researched and applied, Aryould enhance
.the judgments'of every jury.
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Damages

The. final sample 4-reforms in civil procedure center on the allocation of

damages. Currently most damages ire awarded to plaintiffs in a lump sum

at the end of a trial. Recently, provisions for periodic payments throughout

the life of the victim rather than one large award have been discussed. The

advantages of such an approach include

greater certainty of meeting real experaes.
better protection against inflation.
victim will not pay federal incomc taxes on the payments.
encour\agement of,more settlements.
defendants benefit from continued use of funds .6°

Other changes contemplated in assessing damages or liability aie creating a

tort for risk of injury during medical treatment, modifying the doctrine of

strict liability, changing in medical malpractice liability, and modifying the

concept of negligence.

Conclusion

The topic of procedures in the civil courts fills volumes' in most law libraries.

1 his chapter has presented a brief overview of a few of the important concepts

which debaters need to understand. The next chapter will examine procedures,

used in criminal courts.
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Resolved: That the United States should establish 4iniform rules .

governing the procedure of all criminal courts in the
nation.

Basic ConCepts,

Several major-differences between criminal and civil cases, courts, and.pro-
.

'cedures have been developed in the previous chapter.1 Unlike civil actions,.
which are based on private individual injuries and are compensated by money.
damages, Criminal actions arise when a person is accused of committing a
public crime and, if found guilty, must make recompense to society. The
government brings an action on behalf of all citizens and must prove its case
"beyond a reasonable ddubt,". a standard of proof more difficult than the
preponderanCe.of evidence test in civil cases.)

One major distinction must be made. This resolutiondeals with procedures,
not the crime itself. Wards and Phrases elrates

As relates to crime. "substantive law" is that which declares what acts arc
crimes and preseribesthe punishment for committing them, and "procedural'
law" is that whiSprovides or regulates steps by which one who violates
a criminal statute is punished. and "criminal procedure" refers to pleading,
evidence, and praetice.

Black' sLaw Dictionao offers additional comments on the nature of Procedure.

The mode OfprOceeding 6, which a legal riiht is vforced. as distinguished
from the Paw which gives or defines the right, and which, by means of the
proceeding, the court is to, administer; . . . devotes the body of rules,
whether ,of practice or of pleading. whereby rights are effectuated through
thc successful application of the 'proper remedies)

An expansive view,c)f the, concept of crinfinallaw court is supplied 6y
Judge Richard Neely: "When lay people speak of the courts, they often mean
judges and attendant judicial staffs of clerks and secretaries. Howei,er, the
term courts must be expanded when we talk of criminal law to encompass
all of the supporting agencies that either feed criminals to the judges or receive
them after conviction."' Acceptance of this definition would allow the debater
to incorporate many of the case areas discussed in the law enforcement chapter
as well is issues involved w ith prisons. The more'generally accepted definition
of court, however, limits its purview to "theapplication of the law to con-
troversies brought before it and the public adminktration of justice."
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A synopsis of the steps involved in the arraignment, trial, and sentencing

in criminal courts in California is provided in Figure 3. This is typical of the

stages of court procedure in most jurisdictions. For information on other areas

covered by criminal procedure, a quick check of the Federal Rules of Criminal

Procedures or various state procedure statutes will provide an index of topics

relevant to this resolution. .

After a bnef analysis of delay in criminal courts, this chapter will follow

the steps illustrated in Figure 3 and provide potential case areas as each stage

of criminal court procedure is examined.

Dejay

The
volume of cnminal litigation in State.courts is increasing dramatically.

ikccording to recent national estimates, state courts proceSs annually 65 million

Jraffic cases. 11 million criminal cases, 1.2 milliOn juvenile proceedings, and ,

130,000 appeals.6 The rapid increase in civil filings documented in chapter

four, is paralleled by an equally precipitous growth in criminal trial and ap-

pellate cages:

Legislation enacted over the past decade that created new legal rights or
new opportunities for legal controversy, such as environmental and con-
sumer protectidn laws and revisions in small claims and domestic violence
statutes, may account for much of this increase. A related problem of equal
importance to the state judiciaries is the delay in processing and adjudicating

cases filed in state courts. The substantial backlog of pending cases tra-
ditionally has been attributed to an imbalance in caseloads and workloads

among judicial districts, a shortage of judges, inefficient case processing
and an dverabundanee of procedural options and safeguards.'

Many of the reforms noted in chapter four are also used to reduce backlogs

in criminal cases. At least one study has indicated that court resources have
increased more rapidly than the inflow of new criminal cases.' Herbert Jacob

of the Governmental Response to Crime Projecb.studied ten cities in 6dt:oils

parts of the country froin 1948 to 1978. The principal finding of the study

was that, contrary to conventional wisdom,. "courts have not been neglected

or starved of resources during the rapid rise of crime in these ten cities.

. . . While resources (as measured here) increased more rapidly than the

inflow of cases, case processing seems to have lagged behind to produce an

ever increasing backlog."8
In.addition to better management_practices, judge trainifig, and modifica-

tions to the trial and appeals process, several justice reform measures are
addressed pnmarily to the criminal courts. For example, many jurisdictions

have 'versions of the Speedy Trial Act which requires trials within a limited

number of days. Community Dispute Centers are being usedto direct certain

offenses out of the criminal justice system. These offenses are usually based

on personal arguments or interpersonal disputes between neighbors or family
members. Diversion to community centers saves resources and leads' to better

resolution of conflicts. Hearings and mediation "can be done at a lower cost
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MUNICIPAL COURT

Arraignment and bail setting
defendant may enter plea
Attorney is hired or court-appointed

.

..

.
.

PRELIMINARY HEARING

Judge dismisses or sends case
to Superior Court

/

. SUPERIOR COURT ..

Defendant re-enters plea
Pretrial motionSare made
Trial date set

i
.

PRETRIAL CONFERENCE

Case is reviewed by judge
Defendant may plead guilty

_ .

,

TRIAL STATUS CONFERENCE
(on eve of trial)

Defendant's last chance to plead guilty

TRIAL

Additional motions andThearings
.

Jury selection
Testimony and arguments
Verdict

.

. .

.

IF CONVICTEb, SENTENCING IS QNE MONTH LATER
IF DEATH PENALTY CASE

Penalty phase of trial is held
' Jury decides whether to recommend death or

life imprisonment without chanCe of parole,

/
.

Figure 3. From the Sacramento' Bee, March 13, 1983.
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than courtroom proceedings, since it is not necessary for the police to serve

. warrants, there is no need for detention or to have bonding procedures, and
lastly, there are no social and economic costs to the disputing parties."9

Limiting Jurisdiction

The past few years have seen a proliferation of bills to restrict the jurisdiction

of federal courts. Some of the constitutional aras that would be removed
from federal review are search and seizure, self-incrimination, and cruel and

unusual punishment. This legislation is an admitted attempt to overturn un-

popular Supreme Court decisions. the hope is that the constitutiohal balance
between the statd and rederal systems as well as 'among the branches of
government would be restored by such limits on an activist court. Opponents

cite several potential disadvantages of this approach to judicial reform, in-

.cluding ..

lack of Supreme Court review'could eliminate uniformity of the law,
resulting in confusion and conflicting judgments.
federal judges would fear making unpopular, but constitutionally re-
quired, decisions.-

.. special interest groups would try to influence Congress to remove
selected issues from court review.
stability of the laws would be destroyed.") .

Another jurisdictional issue is raised by the collateral review J4' *ate crim-

inal convictions in the federai courts. The Conference of Chic! Justices has
criticized this review as needlessly adding a delay in the courts and under-

mining the integrity of the state court system. This Conference recommends

barring

federal habeas corpus review of issues not properly raised in state courts
unless cause and prejudice is shown for failure to do so, establish reasonable

time limits within which a federal habeas corpus action must be commenced
and bar federal habeas corpus review when .the state court record provido
a factual basis for the state court findings and such record was made under
circumstances affording the petitioner a full and fair hearing on thc factual
issue. Enactment of this legislation would permit, orderly and timely pre-
sentation of state prisoners' claims while promoting the fina:ity of state
criminal processes and ensuring proper respect for state court factual de-

terminations )1

Decriminalization--

Decriminalization refers to an action which repeals or reduces criminal pen-

alties for certain offenses. The c-Oncept is most frequently cited when dis-
cussing so:called victimless crime suchas prostitution, gambling, and use of

illegal drugs. Many jurisdictions have removed minor trafik violations from
criminal court via decriminalization. Nevada allows counties to legalize pros-

titution, and a number of states have reduced penalties for possession Of small

amounts of marijuana. Professor Tuckerexplains the rationale for such action:
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"Decriminalization of some forms of misbehavior has been suggested for a
variety of reasons, including decreasing the backlog of criminal cases and the
belief that absent a victim, one's aCtions should not subject him or her to a
criminal prosecution."1? The moral justification for society's regulation of
this type of activity is ambiguous. Some criminal justice scholars note that
all of these areas have the potential to create N ictims, ruin lives, and endanger
the public's health and safety. Continued enforcemeid of these laws also
produces social inequities and economic costs. For example, over one-half
million people are arrested each year for marijuana offenses, and, while eleven
states have some form of decriminalization, penalties are formidable in other
jurisdictions:

Under federal law as well as the statutes of thirty-nine suites. the possession
of marijuana still carries criminal penahies, and in one jurisdiction (Arizona)
a sentence of up to ten years combined wail a S50,000 fine can resuh from
'the possession of only one marijuana ciga'rette. Such penahies can clearly
have long-term consquences for the society as a whole when large pro-
portions of the otherwise law-abiding population consume the drug,for hs
euphoric effects."

Of critical importance id discussing reform' of. criminal procedures is the
limited ability to effect decriminalization under the restrictions of tin/ debate
resolution. If the more limited concept of "court is accepted. an affirmative
could bar courts from processing certain cases. However, the activity would
still be illegal. subjecting the N iolator to police investigation and arrest. An
approach the negative may wish to explore is Use of a counterplan which
repeals the lav, from the statute books, thus promoting true decriminalization.

Pretrial Procedures .

After the arrest of a suspect but before a trial occurs there is a periOd of
pretrial procedures which, involve the cOurt. This is one area Of criminal
proceedings that 'provides fewer safeguards for the defendant than either the
polic 'investigation or trial:

ce the accused has appeared before a judicial officer and a determination
of çobablc causc has been made. there is not necessarily any further right
to have a preliminary examination 'm which the defendant may learn more
and more about thc prosecution's case or ran examine poential witnesses.
Similarly. in me:1st states. a preliminary hearing is no required at all if there
has been a grand jury indictment, the coUrts equating an indictment with
a finding of probable cause to arrest and *min. thus obviating the need
for a hearing. Often prosecutors will delay the preliminary hearing until
an indictment is returned and the right to such a hearing is lost."

Joel Gord'of the American Civil Liberties Union notes that the accused crim-
d nal is accorded fewer discovery rights than provided in civil cases. He ex--
plains . *

Nor is the accuSed consfitutionally entitled to learn about all of the gov-
ernment's evidence against him prior to the trial. While there must be pre-

./
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trial hearingsknown as suppression hearingston the issue ot the legality
of certain kinds of evidence which the prosecutor would wish to introduce

at trial, to see if a confession was surrounded by proper safegurds or
whether evidence was illegally seized by the police, the accused has no
general right to pre-trial "discovery" of the prosecution's evidence.I5

A closer investigation of the pretrial process yields several potential case

areas.

Counsel

Right to counsel extends to all "critical stages" of criminal 'proceedings. This
right includes not only 'the trial, btit also police questioning, arraignment, and
appeal. 'The right to counsel is the mainstay of our entire adversarial system
of criminal justice. The development of this right to have an attorney 'has

largely been an attempt to insure equal justice to rich, and poor alike."16 The

Sixth Amendment to the Constitution requires that the accused has a right to
counsel in all criminal proceedings. If a party is too poor to afford one, the

court will appoint 'and pay an attorney to represent an indigent defendant
This fundamental right now appiies to both federal and state proceedings.

Several areas related to the right to counsel need further investigation. First,
the accused is allowed to represent himself or herself if the judge is satisfied

that the aefendant can do so properly. Since this test is rather easy to meet,
It may, in fact, work to the disadvantage of all but the Most skilled defendants.
Debaters should investigate the issues involved with elimination Or restriction '#

of this right of self-representation. Second, the right to counsel is proyided

to allow the accused an opportunity to counter the charges brought by the

state. Unfortunately, no other constitutional guarantees exist for the other
necessary components of a good defense for kose unable to afford legal
justice. For example, the services of investigators, experts, polygraph ex-
aminations, or ,scientific assistance in selecting juries need not be provided

free to any accnsed. SuCh assistance remains at the court's discretion. Pro-
fessor Tucker explains: "Congress has provided that in a federal criminal
proceeding, if, the court is satisfied that such services are necessary it may,
at, the expense of the government, arrange to furnish them. State law may
-offer similar assistance at public expense to indigent defendants." 17 Since an

inCreasing number. of such services are required for an effective defense,

stronger guarantees of assistance to the indigent maYshe necessary if the goal

of equal treatment between rich and poor is to be attained.

Grand Juries

The Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution requires that indictments for

serious federal crimes must come from a federal grand jury. While most states
provide for indictment by a grand jwy, in many jurisdictions prosecution can

be brought solely on the basis of the prosecutor's chaiges. Benjamin qviletti,
former Deputy Attorney General of the United gtates, adds additional infor-

mation:
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7 .

Grand jurors are laymen selected fradva cross section of4he cohnunity, ,

The lead in conducting the grand juryS pmceedihgs muli, pettOrce. A:
taken by the prosecutor. But the prosecutor is not merely an invitee attlfese'

. proceedings. No grand jury can indict without his concurrence. Thus,lhe
'goverruhent attorney has a constitutionally-based iole as the representative ,

of the exectitive branch though he remains an officer of the court, rex,
sponsible to it for his deportment in the grand jury room's ,-..

Civiletti introduces the first potential problem With grand judes,' the dual
r,$,e of the prosecutor. Claims that most grand juries are merely rubber stamps

:

fo indictments brought by the prosecutor haN;e often been raised. The nature
of the process seems to-encourage.stich beliefs.

I ;
On the surface it might seem that the grand jury setting isAell-deiigned ,

to bring out the "worst" in government attorneys a.s, advocates: the pro-
ceedings are secret; they are entirely one-sided; the rules of evidente41ti
not , apply. No federal judge or magistrate physically presides over ihe
proceedings or even monitors them in any meaningful fashion)",

Dennis Golladay, a frofeirsor of history mid political science, concludes.'
.. .

Legally, the grand jury iS an independent body convened by a court and
simply presented with evidence by the prosecutor, a representative of the
executive. But in reality there can be no doubt that the prosecutor controls
the proceeding. Grand jury abuse, therefore, is in most instances synon-
ymous with prosecutorial abuse.1)

Another area of needed reform centers on the lack of procedural safeguards ,

during this process. Such reforms have been a long-standing concern of civil
rights attorneys. :Joel Gora notes

; -.
there are few, if any, procedures to control the grand jury's actions. A
grand jury indictinent can be based on illegally seized evidence, or hearsay
evidence, or other matters which would be inadmissible at trial. Histori-
cally, grand jury deliberations are secret, and no adversary process exists
inside the grand jury room. As a practical matter, grandajuries are usually
under the control of the prosecutor, even though they are technically an
arm of the court. The prosecutor also hasenormous discretion-io present,
press, or drop charges; yet there are very few judicial controls over -that
discretion.2'

Some or all of these specific procedural issues can be exploredlor further
case development. ,

A third issue.surrounds the lack of secrecy in grand jury investjgatiOns.
General Accounting Office report issued in 1980 found hundreds:of instances
of public disclosure of privileged information,over'a two-year, period.

Included were 343 witnesses whose identities were revealed before in:
dictments were returned. (Five of them w,ere murdered, ten were intimidated
and one disappeared, the report said.) The report also found that security
breaches resulted in 147 grand jury targets l?eing publicly identified before
indictment; twentyrthree grand jury investigations being dropped or de-
layed, the nature ot 168 grand jury inyeltigations bding res%ealed, and,the,

'
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.. ,

0
repOtions, oflea *sons beinedamaged even though,they were never .

-, inditted.n. .-
,

4 .
.. . . . .

The need for secreg was,best outlined by" the Supreme,Court ifilts 1979
s- decision t.g: Douglas 'Oil Co. v. Petrol Stops Northwest.-The Court explained

fivelre'asons for secreey: e ,,
....1- .

.
,

(i) to prevent theescape of those *hose indictment maybe contemplatd;
(2) to insure the utmost freedom-to th'e grand:jury in its deliberations, and
to prevent-persons subject to indictmeht or,their friendsfrom iniportuning ,

the grand jurors, (3) to prevent suboynation of lierjury or tampering with
., the witnesses who may testify befi3re (the) grand jury and later appear at
.-the trial of those indicted by it; (4) to ,encourage free and untrammefled

disclosures by persons whb have information with respect to the commigion
. c of crimes, (5) to protect the innocent accused who iS exonerated froni

, disslosure of the fact thit he has been under invistigAbon, and Wm the'
epenSe_of standing tri4l fihere there was no probability of gUilt.23

..,-4.
, . ,

'The tieneral Accounting Offiee offered a ie4es pf possible reforms to -

e - .
'-reduceleaks ofrprivilegedInformation:

\ ,.
. - .

0,,. c , , t
\-_

.. screen grand jurorS fot conflict of interest._ :-
. . .

- ( -cimprovesevurity practices'Of investigative and..e.Ourt personnel.
-develop a pro-posed amendmentt`o Rule 6(e) to provide specific guid- t"
ance for handling pre-indictment proceedings, grand jury subpoenas, --

,
.., And documents that tAd tddisclose wlfat occurs 4X.fore a grand jury.

review the. Jury System Improvement ACt to, assure confidentiality of

-., grand Jury pities.
-

astAblish guidelines setting forth minimum security "requirements for
grand jiity,materials. .. : r.,_

t;

require custpdianS of materiafSkto set procedures consistent with 'la-
/ .

"Clonal gu -,
idelines'.r. provide fpr 'audits by the Administrative Office of the Courts of ali '

, custodians to assure cthnphance. .
c

' .
ev,aluate physical grand jury; security and. upgrade or Modify defi-

cieuies.-4
.

,

c..' --

( , , -
. '

Bail and Pretrial Release. - :1 ,
: ,

Th'e.1960s witnesse'd the growsth of bail reform ark] pretrial 'release programs,
,-

which significantly reduced thCittiniber of accbsed held ip jail ,
* , awaiting tnal, T6day, these, programs are viewed With suspicion by such-

, diverse politicW opinion leaders as Chief Justice BurFr, Sedator EdWard
Kennedy, and Oreident Rbnald Reagan. -A common fear expressed by thoSe ,

dvocating a stqcter approkh to 04 is that dangerous criminals who wili

sompt more crime or flee prosectitioilbefore trial are released. Several key

.> elements inTrOposed solutions tolhese pro6leins would'
.. , ,c-

,,,,
_require the court to make an initial bail release decisionbased solely- 6,

on the likelThood of thedefendant's future appearance-at trial, c=

ietermine whether the release of;the acCused will endahger the corn-

,--, ( _,
,

C
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pemut the 6ourt to impose severe custodi;l restrictions when it finds
that the defendant's release poses a danger to the community that
cannot be alleviated by the imposition of less restrictive conditions.25

Pretrial status of die accused is important. The American Bar Association
concluded. "deprivation of liberty pending trial is harsh and oppressii,e in
that it, subjects persons whose guilt has not yet been judicially established to
economic and psychological hardship, interferes with their ability to defend
themselves and, in many cases, deprives their families of support." 26 Gerald
and Carol Wheeler noted the shortcomings of most research on pretrial release.

There are three basic indicators'of pretrial misconduct. missed court ,ap-
pearance, rearrest for new criminal charge while on bond, and escape from
prosecution or fugitive status. Past research studies in these areas suffered
serious shortcomings. *Studies rarely controlled for time or followed de-
fendanti from arrest to disposition. Also, these reports seldom represented
defendants from all modes of pretrial release. In addition, such analyses
often failed to analyze outcome of all three misconduct areas from a single
study population.27

Three recent empirical studies, which overcame many of these methodological
problems, demonstrated that few released accused criminals flee prosecution,tfailed to appear; or committed crime while on kail:

Available research data dispels the notion that hordes of bonded defendants
escape prosecution. Other forms of pretrial misconduct persist but there is
no evidence that high failure to appear and rearrest rates are widespread
among crimirlal court jurisdictions. Furthermore, such misconduct is not
scientifically linked to defendant characteristics or type of bail.28

Rather than restricting bail or other methods of pretrial release, other ap-
proaches could remedy any deficiencies in present programs. For example,
speedier trials,, reduction of multiple arrests during the pretrial period, and
better supervision of bonded defendants have all been successful in reducing
problemS associated with pretrial misconduct. .

Plea bargaining

Plea bargaining refers to the,"process of the prosecution reducing the charge
or cliarges against a defendant in return for a plea of suilty"2q to the reduced
charges. Most authors Indicate that 80 to 90 percent of all.felony convictions
are achieved throtigh plea bargaining. The American Bar Association's, Min-
imum Standards for Criminal Justice Section summarized the belief of most
scholars:

Whilesome have suggested that bargaining far pleas should be prohibited,
most commentators are of the view that the better avenue of reform lies in
giving formal recognition to and cOntrolling the negotiation of leas. The
latter position is taken in the standards.3°

Among- those reasons most frequently cited for the extensiw use of plea
bargaining are
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too many cities and too few prosecutors and judges would cause the
ju.4iystem to break down if all cases went to triaL
o wded Prisons encourage judges to sanction pleas.

to- plea bargaining significantly reduces the time needed to prosecute a
case; -thus prosecutors and judies can show a high caseload.
pleas 'are used to keep cases away from lazy or incompetent prosecutors
or judges.
pleas are used to avoid imposition of penalties that attorneys 'believe
are wo harsh.
the prosecutor may use plea bargaining to save a weak case from

losiug at triaL "

A growing number of criminal justice professionals find significant dis-
advantages in the confinuation of plea bargaining procedures Objections most

often raised include

63

pleas circumvent the intent of the legislature in establishing penalties
for cnme.
defendants who may be innoCent are coerced into plea bargaining
through fear of coiviction.
pleas breed Public disrespect for the law because ..of the common
perception 'that pleas lead to light sentences.
the proper functioning of judges and prosecutors is blurred as pros-
ecutors assume judicial responsibilities through pleas.
criminals who plea bargain are returned quickrY to the streets where
they can commit more crime.12

Although the Supreme Court has found plea bargaining acceptable practice

if conducted in a fair and orderly manner, a number of states have placed

restrictions on Its use. Alaska has barred plea bargaining sinee 197-5 Attorney

-Mary Braverman notes the results:

lii a study released in July I980. the Alaskan Judidial Council cqmpared
the criminal justice system in Anchorage. Fairbanks. and Juneau during

the years both immediately preceding and following,the s.tate's 1975 plea
bargaining ban. The council found that the ban did not cause court processes
to bog down (these processes attually accelerated). Defendants continued
to plead guilty at about the same rate. Although the trial rate increased
substantially, the number of trials remained srhall.33

,-North Carolma and New York have also placed restrictions on the use Of Plea

bargaining as did California in its Career Criminal Prosecution Program. This
program -screens all defendants, isolating repeat offenders who then are
prosecuted by a special unit. Although defendants in the program are not

offered bargains, most of them still plead guilty. In the prOgnim's Second

year, only 20 percent of the cases of career criminals went to trial, conipared

with 16 percent of the group passing through the regular sysiem."34
Modification and ieform of plea bargaining procedure is an important area

for consideration in any diseussion of the justice system. Since tbe criminal

court judge must sanction each plea, procedural changes could drastically

alter the use of the technique. .

71
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Pretrial Pub /win'

Two provisions in the Bill of Rights clash in the issue of pretrial publicity.
The Sixth Amendment guarantees the accused a fair trial, while the .First
AMadment provides for a free press as well as the concept of access to
information. A series of Supreme Court ca',ses have supported the right of a
trial judge to close pretrial hearings under certain circumstances. After the
precedent-setting Gannett decision, trial judges agreed to about half of the
fifty requests for closure, Trial Lourts also assue .gag orders that restrict the
comments trial participants Lan make to the press. If enforced, these proce-
dures redtice the flov, of possible prejudiLial information tOthe media. Only
in rare instancei may a court constitutionally issue an order directly restraining
the press from publishing infoimation. even if it reflects adversely on a
defendant.

Against this background of_protecting both the rights of the accused and
the media and its sources lies a debate on what type of information is p-rej-
udicial to fair trial rights and what reniedies are appropriate. Professor Don
Pember of the University of Washington lists the type of information most
attorneys believe is prejudicial to the accused:

cOnfessions or stories about allegcd confessions that a deferidant is
said to have made.
stories about the accused's performance or refusal to take lie detector
lests.
publication of past criminal record of the accused.
stories questioning the credibility Of witnesses.
infdrmation about the defendant's character. associates, or personality.
stories that anflame the public." ,

A study conducted by Piofessor Siebert of Michigan "reported that judges
believed publication of criminal records, performance on tests, and infor-
mation about confessions were potentially the toost damaging kinds of sto-
ries. 36 Empirical support for these fears has been published:

Inlate 1973 two social scientists at Cqtyimbia University's Bureau of Ap-
plied Social Research. Men H Barton iind Alice tadawer-Singer. reported
that a three-year study had proiluced evkidence-that jurors exposed to prej,
udicial news stones were as much s 66 percent mom likely to find de-
fendants guilty than jurors who read objecti k. news reports."'

6 k

Despite a number of studies that produLed similar .findings, there is still
disagreement over thc impact of such publicity. professors Tans and daffee
note

It has yet to be'shown that there is any correlation between the antount..Of
pubhcity given a case and the probability that the_defendant will be found
guilty or given a severe sentence At another level., there is no' evidence
that a ,---prejudiced juror is more likely to judge a defendant guilty dr to
hold out more strongly for such a judgment. plausible as that poksibility
may seem." .

Among those remedies often suggested to alleviate this potential problem
are
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closure of pretrial hearings..
court sealing of pretrial and trial papers, transcripts, and evidence.

restraining orders on those involved in criminal proceedings.
change of venue and trial postponement to reduce the impact of prej-
udicial publicity,
voluntary guidelines and agreements with the press through press
councils."

Other Pretrial Issues

In addition to those issues alpady covered under pretrial procedures, several

other areas arc usually mentioned as requiring reform. Before a defendant is
allowed to stand trial, the accaked must be mentally competent to assist in
his or her defense. This requirement has"nothing to do with the insanity
defense, but is a separate set of procedures 'which could lead to civil corn-,
mitment proceedings of the accukir These procedures used to determine
competency may result in an increased infringement of the rights of the
accused. Ball is usually denied during the period of competency evaluation;

the evaluation may take place in an unnecessarily restrictive environment;

nghts to a speedy trial are jeopardized, the commitment procedures are less

stnngent than tivil ummitment procedures and the defendant is usually held

longer thamecessary for an evaluation.-4°
Another is'Ne surrounds c'ompulsory psychiat c examinations for vittim

witnesses in rape cases. California's recent lapilSarring such exams has.been

upheld in recent court tests.4' Other reforms center on the use of new tech-

nology to speed up arraignments. Several ex,periments in siteeding up the

arraignment process are now operating in California. San Diego and, Sacra-

mento counties have closed circuit video-hookups between jail and court-

house. Defendants in misdemeanor cases may voluntariLy select arraignment

via television instead of appearing in persOn in court:

Sheriff's officials expect the current 48- or 72-hour period between the

time of arrest and arraignment can be reduced to perhaps 24 hours, thereby

relieving overcrowding if some of the defendants are released folloWing

arraignment.
The system alsoSs expected to cut costs of transporting inmates to the

courthouse, onc block from the jail, arid decrease the possibility of escape

by inmates.42
ft,

Trial Prckeedings

Most delendants never reach trial. However, wirtually all those accused of a

crime have the right to, a trial by jury unless the offense. is ``petty." The

accused in a criminal action has more rights than the defendant in a civil

action, although there is a similarity between the procedural guarantees. Among

the more important due process gUarantees are

defendant must be inforthed of the charges so be or she can prepare'

a defense.
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defendant must bc given a speedy. triaL.
ft trials are open, no secret tribunals.

an impartial tribunal determines guilt or innocence.
a.jury must represent a fair cross section of thc community.
defendant has the right to confront and cross examine witnesses.
the prosecutor`may not knowingly use falge evidence, hide or suppress
evidence, or conduct the proceedings in a prejudicial manner.'"

'While trial procedures provide strong s,afeguards for both society and the,
accused, several areas are often mentioned as requiring reforms.

Insanity Defense

The finding that presidential assailant John Iiink ley was not guilty by reason
of insanity added fuel to the fire of reform of the insanity defense. President
Reagan's proposed Criminal Justice Reform Act **would redefine insanity in
the federal criminal code so that the .party seeking, to assert the defense or
ifsanity woul4-liftve to -show that he .did not have the capacity to know the
nafure of the aCt he was engaged in.' Montana and Idaho have abolished
the insanity defense. At least eighteen other states have proPosed statectory
reforms to this defense in the past two' years. State Government NeivN in
January I98:f reports:

At least eight states have enacted legislation pnividing for guilty but'men-
tally ill d's an additional verdict alternative. Tp.ese arc Alaska (June 1982).
Ddaw are (June 198-2). Georgia (June 1982. ) Illinois (1981). Indiana (1980).
Kentucky (June,I982). Michigan (1975). and New Mexico (March 1982).
All of these statutes require that .a defendant found guilty but mentally ill
be provided with treatment in a mental institution or prison. Subsequent
to the treatment, the defendant must Lomplete the remainder of his or her
sentence in prison,45

In addition to shifting the burden of proof to the defendant, other procedural
changes would create a iiniftirm test of insanity. Currently four different leial
tests are used for insanity in United States' jurisdictions:

incapable pf telling right from wrong (M.Naghtcn rule)
act was a product of Mental disease or defep (Durham rule)
ability to conform cOnduct to the requirenfil.nts of the law (American
Law Institution's ModerPenal Code).
act was the result of an irresistible impulse (modification of MINlagh-
ten).46

The defense of insanity LonLedes that the acLused Lommitted the crime but
should not be held, accountable for his or her actions. Uniform standards are
important since the insanity defense reflects the important concept that an
individweis accountable for his or her own actions.-

Cameras in Court

The issue of alloy.ing telev ision Lameras in the courtroom to broadLast the
proLeedings has been litigated and legislatively debated for ninny years. Cur-
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rently, , the federal courts forbid any direct broadcast of proceedings while
thirty-eight states permit some kind of camera or broadcast coverage of their
courts. Each of these states, however, has itspwn procedures and regulations
of media in court. None althws unrestricted access over die objections of
either party. . Much of the opposition to expansion of electronic media access
comes from tnal attorneys and judges. The arguments most frequently cited
by opponents of broadcaSt media in the courtroom center on the impact of
such coverage:

broadcast coverage will invade the privacy'of participants in a more
dramatic fashion than other types of news coverage.
witness's reputation could be damaged more easily since television
heightens recognition and has lasting effects.'
some witnesses may be reluctant to tqtify in the presence of cameras
since most judges are elected, they nfay feel undue pressure to allow
broadcasts in questionable cases.
most courtrooms arc not designed to inconspicuously accommodate
cameras
attorneys, judges, and witnesses might play to the cameras and the

/ viewing audience and not pay attention to the trial.
Al use of cameras may have an effect on the conscioits or unconscious

judgment of jurors.'"
only sensational trials will be broadcast, thOs conveying a distorteit
view of the workings of the justice system.
selective editing of trial coverage will present a distorted view of real
trial proceeding'.
electronic coverage reduces a defendant's chance for a fair trial.

,
Those w ho favor increased access of the electronic media to the courts

argue both the advantages of allow ing media coverage and the lack of-em-
pincal support for the fears of opponents to such coverage.' Proponents stress
the following positive implications from media coverage of trial proceedingS.

television coverage can present a unique opportunity to educate the
public about the justice system. .

media coverage would enhance the First Amendment's protection for
freedom of the press.
in,court broadcasts would reduce the confusion of media coverage of
major trials by reducing out of court disruptidn.
respect for the functions of judge and lawyers would increase.

Those advocates who favor increased electronic coverage of trials observe
that no one is in Lvor of unrestricted media access. The judge could bar
coverage if he or she felt the presence of TV cameras would prejudice de-
fendants or inhibit testimony,. Most state procedures allow either party to
objeu to such broadcasts and, by this objection, to veto court media coverage.
Certain types-of cases or t6tiwony likely to violate privacy are exempt from

c-coverage. Finally, most trials can be covered by newspaper or magazine,r rters so the incremental problems associated with additional publicity are
mi imized. . .
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Most of the scientific research indicatcs that many of the alleged problemS
feared with use of cameras in court fail to materialize. "Empirical evidence
gathered in Washington, Wisconsin, Florida, California, Louisiana, and Ne-
yada between 1975 and 1979 points to broad but consistent cohclusions about
the impact of news cameras on trial participants and the trial process."'
Indeed, extensive evaluation of cameras in Florida courts disproved most
fears daf their use:.

At the condtsion of the year of dperimentation it had ordered, the Florida
Supreme Court saw none of the adverse effects which opponents had pre-
dictedgrandstanding lawyers, posturing judges, intimidated witnesses,
distracted or fearful jurors. The court concluded that "the assertions are
but assumptions unsupported by any evidence. No respdndent has been
able to point to any instance during the pilot program period where these
fears were substantiated."5°

ss.
Cameras may add little to the already prejudicip' aature of judicial pro-

ceedings. Susanna Barber, 'a professor of mar .,ormaunication at Emerson
College, notcs

s
However, the large quantity of ava6ble literature inditates, at a minimum,
two very important points. First, that many of the prejudicial behaviors
Said to result from the presence of carteras in courtrooms are, in fact,
operative in the courtroom regardless of the introduction of cameras. Sec;
ond, that many unfair aspecti of trials are not attnbutable to broadcast news
coverage, but to-the nature of the trial process in genera1.5'

Indeed, Dr. Barber notes that the presence of electronic devices may. incre*
the fairness of a trial. "It does not seem unreasonable to suggest that news)'
camera coverage has the potential to make 'trials more, rather than less fair:
with the added public scrutiny that accompanies the eye of the camera, some
of the blatant prejudices discussed earlier might be diffused, if not elimi-
nated."52

TV coverage of court proceedings is an appropriate issue for debaters to
investigate further. The large number of responses to media access tO the trial
provides arguments on both sides of the issue. The variety of state procedures
regulating electronic coverage also establishes a presumptive case for uniform
standards.

Testimony

Much of the .information introduced in a criminal court comes as testimony
offered by witnesses. It is a well:accepted conclusion that eyewitness iden-
tification of an accused is one of the most persuasive forms of evidence in
jurors' perception of guilt. Yet, this type of evidence is also among the most
unreliable. Witnesses are usually poor observers of a crime situation, eyesight
is sometimeS poor, ing conditions are suspect, susceptibility to suggestion
is high, and memories often fade. These factors contribute to promote pro-
cedural reforms' w hich would restrict such eyewitness testimony without other
supporting evidence.
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Another form of testimony recently criticized is the overreliance on expert

witnesses, especially psychiatric testitriony. Jótal-MiSm Professor Roberta Shell

notes the-growth or Sail-testimony:

During the last several decades, courts have become increasingly willing

to call tor and rely on psychiatric testimony when trying to answer extremely

difficult legal and moral questions. Psychiatrists in turn have come forward

with new, more complex, and at times bizarre explanations for human,

behavior Today, "forensic pqchiatrists" (defined as psychiatrist, in the

service of the law) have crucial Input in deciding, for example. which.-
parent ;hould have custody of the children in divorce cases. whether an'

elderly person must be Involuntarily committed to a mental hospital, whether

a cdhvicted criminal should go to prison or a psychiatric facility, and, most

dramatically. whether a person convicted of a capital offense should go to

jail for life or be put njeath."

Critics claim that such diagnosis is guesswork and that there is "no conclusive

evidence proving that a psychiatric observation.or opinion is any more reliable

than °one offered by a layman using common sense and everyday experi-

ence.' The resulting problem is that juries tend to view expert testimony

as 'more credible than non-expert testimony. Tbe problem is compOunded

since such witnesses receive special treatment under the rules of evidence.

Several procedural remedies are available to offset this bias. These reforms

range from barnng eXpert witnesses entirely to changing die rules of evidence:.

Herbert .Fingarette, a professor of' philosophy at University of California;

Santa Barbara. argues

I do nut think the experts should be allowed to testify on the same issue

that the jury is supposed to decide. The experts 'Should give information
about the person. factual. descriptivt, and diagnostic information. But such

questions as did the person appreciate the criminality,of his acts, and could

the person conform his conduct to the law? are cthcial legal questions, and,

as such, they are for the jury to decide It would e useful if the courts
were not to allow the experts to comment on that q stion.5

A third type of testimony is pmvided by use' of vid
teleconferencing, film, and audiotape. Dr. Eshelman, chai
munication department at Central Missouri State University, o

tape, picturephone,
th mass com-

rved

In numerous states audiotape recordings, motion pictures, and videotapes

have been admitted as evidence. Such use, however, is limited by local
jurisdictional authority, which must be ascertained previoikg to the proposed

or actual recording.
An increasing number of states and courts are becoming receptive to these

alternative methods of introdueing t4stiniony and evidence in their search

for truth.'
The possible range of such systems is virtually limitless:

Video has the potential for improving the administration of justice-. It is

capable of reducing costs, accelerating the process, and presenting the

whole" truth. As the use of video mushrooms in our beleaguered judicial

systepi. the traditional concept of training tapes wilt be augmented and

7 7
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surpassed by imaginative,and innovative uses. videotaped depositions, tes-
timonies, confessions and tnals"effective teachinglools for students of the
law, court emPloyees, judicial administranye personnel- and the public, and,
efficient methods of collecting vital facts and, information and presenting
them in a fair manner."

U.S. Circuit Court Judge Joseph Weis enumerates other advantages Including

reductiOn in the cost of litigation by speeding up the trial; reducing
travel expenses, and lawyers' time.
greater availability of evidence frOm experts who wish to testify "but
cannot travel.
closed circuit TV would reduce judges' travel time by allowing con-
ferences and motions to be broadcast to his or her chambers.58

A final form iof testimony, that has engendered a great deal of debate in the
legal coemmunity is the use of hypnosis. Hypnosis of witnesses has been a
tool of law enforcement investigation for many years. Examples of its effec-
tiveness in refreshing the memory of eyewitnesses can be startling. Despite
these successeg", a number of legal scholars are concerned about the intro-
duction Of such evidence at trial. Bernard Diamond, professor of psychiatry
and law at the University of California, writes

A witness cannot identifyhis true memories after hypnosis, Nor can any
.expert separate Mem out. Worse, previously hypnotized witnesses ,often

.t develop a certitude about their memories that ordinary witnesses seldom
exhibit. . The hypnotist often unconsciously cues the subject into stating
certain things. Then, when they prove correct, the hypnotist believes the
memories to have been recalled independently by the subject. . In fact,
the subject may hive been res-pondmg merely to cues of the hypnotist, who
knew all along from other sources what the actual facts were.59

Other pfoblems with hypnosis include the lack of an agreed:upon definition,
possible contamination, of the witnesses' memory, and the difficulty in as-
sessing the credibility, of the witness in a hypnotic state. Procedural reforms
are suggested by Syracuse University Law Professors Alderman and Barrette.

the inherent unreliability of hypnosis at this time, suggests that nothing but
uncertainty and argument can be gained by the continued use of hypnosis .

in the criminal justice system, We believe that a total per se exclusionary
rule, applicable to both parties, is preferable to. the continued possibility
of use in any case by the prosecution. Short Of an exclusionary rule, .

however, there is a critical need for adoption of strict rules of use, to curtail
in the best available way the system's use of a process inherently suspect,
because it deprives litigants of their rights.°

Other forms of. testimony in addition to those mentioned should be re-
s'earched on this deliate resolution. For example, use of informants as primary
witnesses in criminal cases has been questioned.iAlso, entire categories of
potential witnesses are unable to testify even if they have knowledge about
criminal activity.. These privileged relationships include husband-wife, doctor-
patient, and priest-penitent. Some jurisdictions also recognize privileged com-
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munication status tt or sodal workers, psychologists, add counselors A final
issue is presented by the use of grants of immunity,to compel testimony Such
procedures have been indicted by a number of legal commentators.

Exclusion of Evidence .

The final illustration of a major case area representing trial procedures is the

exclusion of certain types of evidence. In general, the justice system seeks

to consider as much relevant evidence as possible before a legal decision is
reached. However, certain categories of germane information are not allowed

to be presented during a trial. An example of a new category of excluded
evidence is provided in rapc shield laws. Michael Graham, professor of law

at the University of Illinois. explains
Over the last two decades. Congress and numerous state legislatures,haVe-
perceived a need to protect the privacy of an alleged rape victim from
unwarranted ,public intrusion and to make the prosecution of rape cases
more equitable for rape victims, hi addition:the ordeal a woman faces

-during trial was felt to account for the reluctance of many women to report
, a rape or to participate in the prosecution Of an alleged rapist Legislat1ve

response took the form of statutes limiting to a great extent the admissibility
of evidence as to the past sexual behavior of the allesed victim 61

Another recent modification demorustrating a ffiove toward allowing pre-
viously inadmissible ev idence at a trial is represented by recentcourt decisions

on the use of polygraph results. While the results of lie detector tests are
not routinely accepted as admissible evidence. denumber of states permit their

introduction in SlUlle circumstances te.g . California. Indiana, Ohio. Wis-'
consiffi. Moreover, results of lie detector tests have been held as admissible

according to the trial courts.' discretion in several federal 'circuit(''''' A recent
California Court of Appeal's depsion. while not ruling that polygraph results

constitute admissible evidence did indicate that they' ea.an no longer he auto-
matically excluded. The state will be reqinred to pay the fee for such tests
for tndigent defendants and for the extra court time required to adjudicate

issues.raised by introduction of this evidence. In addition to increasqcosts,
R x °l3eaber. an assistant professor of. medicine at UCLA. believes the Ile-.,,
c racy- of such tests IS in doubt: ...

The polygraph indintry claims an impressive but exaggerated accuracy rate
. of about 90 percent, Even ailicepting this figure poses a real dilemma If

juries accept Polygraph results, they must erroneously let free 10 percent
of all guilty suspects If they ignore the results, the time and money spent
puttivg on 'the evidence was wasted." ^

Qth r experts believe the actual rate of latetracy is significantly below this
90 prcent leVel. Kleinmuntz and Szucko conclude:

1,e have presented evidence showing that polygraph judges have a high

te of misclassification and that the particularly damaging by-products of
t cse errors are fig positive judgments which,may label as many as 50

cent of innocent suspects as guilty. We have also argued that there are
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motivational factors that bias paygraphers in a way that causes false positive
errors.

A last area of inadmissible evidence is that which is the product of an
illegal search or seizure. This doctrine, known as the exclusionary rule,
operates under the theory that the suspect goes free if the constable blunders.
This rule is one of the most hotly contested issues in criminal justice literature;
"Critics of the rule generally contend that the rule impedes effective law
enforcement, pla,ces an unreasonable burden on law enforcement officers to
master the intricacies of the fourth amendment, and promotes disrespect for
law and order by releasing criminals on technicalities.' Advocates of the
rule stress three major issues:

it is necessary to protect individual rights.
judicial 'integrity demands that the court refuse to sanction illegal
activity.
exclusion of thip evidence will serve to (` iot rth amendment vi-
olations.'"

All these.assumptions on both sides of the issue can be effectively chal-
longed, One of The major questions posed by defenders of the exclusionary
rule is what will replace it if the rule is eliminated? Arnong legal commentators
the following remedies emerge as either supplements or replacements for the
Qiclusionary rule:

Good Faith Testthe Me would not operate if the law enforeenient
official acted in reasonable good faith belief that the search was con-
stitutional.
oamagesthe police officers who en a in illegal searches would
be civilly liable for their behavior.
Din tplinan Proceeduigs=the law enforcement official would be sub-
ject to discipline by the appropriate government agency for conducting
illegal searches.°
Ombudsmana criminal procedures ombudsman would investigate
instances of alleged police misconducr. publicize the results, and au-
thorize appointment and payment of 'private counsel to sue the re-
sponsible officials."

Despite the widespread belief that the exclusionary ride results in the un-
warranted release of thousantls of felons, in fact, it is seldom invoked. A
GAO study reported. "illegal searches and seizures accounted for 0.4 percent
{four in 1,000) of the cases United States attorneys declined to accept for
proseLution and apparently accounted for roughly 0.7 percent of the criminal
Lases Aismissed or criminal -defendants acquitted after the prosecution com-

,

menced. Thus, approximately eleven of eery 1,000 federal criminal defen-
dants may be set free b'y the operation of the rule."' A study by the Institute
for Law and Social kesearch that examined -the 'Operation of the rule in
Washington, D.C., discovered

in Washington, D.C., prosecutors declined to proceed with approximately
percent of all arrests because of fourth Amendment violations, 77 percent

8 0
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of these rejections occurring in narcotics cases and other cases classified
as ,"victimless crimes." Of the cases droppedity prosecutors"after initial
acceptance, less than 1 percent were attributed to improper police conduct;

none of these casts inv.:jived crimes classified as violent.

In its multicity study, Ins law concluded that issues relating to the exclu-
sionary rule "may be substantial in terms of legal theory, (but) they aptear
to have little impact on the overall flow of criminal cases after arrest."7°

A number of legal scholars have concluded that additional information is

needed on the effects of the rule and the impact of its alternatives before any

policy decision is contemplated. t

Jury Research

, The assumption of a guarantee of a fair trial beforee an impartial tribunal has

been challenged through the research efforts of a group.of social scientists

who have examined the legal process. Rather than acting as a passive unbiased

judge of facts, most juries represent a very active microcosm of.society's

biases, Among those areas investigated by .researchers are studies dealing

with jury size, jury instructions, voir dire, effects of publicity on verdicts,

the impact of inadmissible evidence, the effect of videotaped testimony, the

. effects of defendants' characteristics on jury decisions, the influente of juror

traits on verdicts, and the effect of unanimous or non-unanimous verdict
requirements.-", The courts are increasingly willing to incorporate these re-
search findings into their decisions: For example, recent court rulings that

have reduced the size of state juries, Lepealed the requirement for unanimous

verdicts, allowed admission of videotaped testimony, and permitted states to

allow cameras in court all cite research results which indicate that suCh actions

are either desirable or, at least, have no significant negative consequences.

Certainly, these research studies can point policy makers in the direction

Lof needed reform. !tesearch indicates that many instruetions given by the

judge to the jury are incomprehensible to those listening. Such information

should be used to rewrite these instructions in plain language using only

modest linguistic changes. Otherwise, Law Professor Robert Charrow notes,

incorrect verdicts may restilt:

If jurors are unable to adequately comprehend the law that they must apply

in reaching their verdicts, it may be that many verdicts are reached either

without regard to the law contained in the jury instructions or are reached

using the incorrect law. In short, if jurors cannot understand the judge's

Instructions, the vitality,of the jury system itself is open to'serious ques-

tion.72

Other statistical data can be used to demonstrate the need to modify metliods

used to select a jury pool. This practice would ensure a more representative

jury yielding a' better reflection of the makeup of the whole community."
Some problems occur with the generalization or ecological validity of

extrapolations based on mostliegal research, Speech Communication Professor
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Gerald Miller of Michigan State University notes sorne of the more obvious
problems:

most research has used college ,students.- not actual jurors. College
students are geneially younger and betteiteducated than most jUry
panels.
students arc research wise and they will not react to experivental
conditionsithe same as actual jurors.

- ,

the amount of information presented is considerably less than in a real
trial.
many expekirnents use audiotaps or,a written synopSiiiir i rtant
infprmation instead ot simulating live trial situations.9,...;ti
many experiments-do not provide for (nil deliberations.7.4

Each of these facegrs independently 'contributes to a distortion of the appli-
cation of this research to the vagaries of the, legal process. Thus; debaters
using such studies must be extremely careful in the extrapolation of their
data.

Sentencing
. .

One of the major ?dorms in the'criminal court system over the past five years
has been changes iri sentencing procedures. Jurisdictions have experimented
with creative punishment w hich emphasizes alternatives to incarceration. Ron-
ald Boostrom and Joel fienderson, professors at San Diego State University,
offer this insight: ,

--.` , .

The concept of creative punishment has been defined as. an attempt to
design a mode ofconstructive punishment which considelts,thZ needs and
characteristics of the offender and his motivation, This fOcuS allows for a
personalized and structured sentencing plan,to be developed.which meets
the needs of the offender...justice. and community or v.ctim reparation.
While rehabilitation is a component of.this concept. creative punishonpt,
'ktlso includes restitution And retribution,as,important components of san-
tencing Such a conCeptualization alloWs for A movement toward recog-
nizing other forms of punishment besides traditional incarceration.'

Juxtaposed against thrs trend to individualize punishment is a
.
move to "get

tough" w ithsonvicted offenders. This attitude is manifested in mandatory
sentencing laws. which eliminate 'judicial Aliscretion by, requiring imprison- 4'
ment for selected crimes, and by determinate sentencing, which sets the term
of imprisonment -while allowing judicial discretion to prescribe the enalty.'
By 1982 over half of.the states had some,Form of mandatory and/or de cminate
sentencing laws. Both of these statute!) provisions reduee tbe flexibility of
the judge to sentence the convicted felon. ENaluations of these new procedures
reveal mixed results. Mandatory sentencing results in plea bargaining to a
reduced charge in a number of cases," and evidence exists that mandatory
sentencing results in greater rLidivism rates and leads to more crime.'
However, additional studies are needed .before the impact of these statutory
changes .becomes dear. . , .).
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--,:, Capitol Punt?lunent ..
4. c ..,-.-..

.

, By_ the eK1 ot 1979. thirty-seyen states had capitg-Pini.shment statutes. Al-

though the sentence death has been carried odt only four times in the past

? /, fourteen years, .it ks stil otly-debated legal and moral issue. At the end,of

_ 1980, lAtnericant prisons .1d 714 per'Sons under,satence of death,...ntws-

c, paper repoAs in early 1981 placed the t(?tal at around 750.. . . Public opinion,

. furthermore, is strongly in fasor of capital punishment. about Iwo-thirds of_
all addlts indkatc support uf the death penalty for murder, and this proportion

(
has been increasing in recent,year'S.-79 ,

c' ..,

The jdstifiLation for the death sentenLe ii twofold. if.str6gthens deterrence,
, . -and s,...,tety requires sua a drastic penalt.y. PEppdnents of the deterrence effect

argdelthat ssOlt and Lonsistent applit.ation of the deatrli Penalfy woulcl,deteeAv_ ,k - -,

others, from loran-lilting murder and other serious drimes. Studies condudted
.by_kbriiLh.Zind.data res iewe.1 by, YtInker indicate that cpitaf punishment doe§

..;
devrease \the homicide rate,. Professo'r Yunker reviewed a variet of studies,'

and Concluded: . , ..
,

1,
c c

r4 mind. the evidence suggests that were- the death penalty to be
rsguta y infliyed. upon convicted murderers, the ,homicide ratt in this

,
auntrly would 6o al fraction of what ic is today, and.a large propoiticin of
the over 20.000 annual sictims of honficide would be sa`ved In 'addition,
I ,would, oxpect subsiaptiaP reductions in All other types OrSCIIQUS Crime.8W'

,

/ . ---- 111/4 0
,r, (

These con igns hase been challenged by a niimber of other researcher '
and legaf Ommentators. All studies on the dCterience, effect aresubject to (..

merhodo agi$..il, problems. In agdition, seseral authors,4ttempted tb- replicate 6

Ehtlich:s v.ls..;but most discovered no .evidence,o(deteirence. Other re-
seairc he-ii haSe utiltzed different methdds to .reach fthis Conclusibn:' .

... ,

, .--,
t-- ..,,

4 - WIII6iii Batley provided-evidence that increasing the "celerity" belcapitar ',.

purusfsbent the speed with w hicliexeuutions are carriecrodtHs not act),
to produce<deterrent..effects. Kilitian,Shin, in, a little known bst ekcellent..
voltune has ubdertaken numerqus test's of the delerrence hypoesis (some '"
inv(ilyttly cro;s-pational data), ail wifh negative results. Gary Kleckjuts

4 published a brilliant study. suggesting that, in ti4 United 5tates.,,ggn own-
ershir- has a falgirupact on homicide,rates whife execution have no

-significant libpac(. Finally, ti recent paper by Bowers and 'Pierce uses

,
montbly hoimcsk and execution rates (190J-63) for the'state of:Nev; York

, a and fin4 that: rather than acting as a deterrent, executions may actually
-

.' ..; .-,...
, -

. . ,stmulate hoinicide. V

-... , ...--"".,.._ , 4..
. I

. ,

. The viiv..that sotoety demanch.capital punislinient is most pepuasively
sfated hy Hard.g6 Jame; Q. Wilson. Hprever, other, legal commentators

., have argual the validity, of this social rei0Onse.,Whetherthe state. should 1:t'
''' , 1 P C . o '',.,

the active, agent in takinea.human life is a profound issue Alai defies, easy '
,-,

ansyvers, OUt it ts. certain to -requrre.the best,researCh effortt: of the dçbater, oil--

'this resolutio.L, s' : ' ' .
.,,t= ',, ,. ...c.

t'- (''; .

,
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e
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°
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,
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'
Victims

, Piof the mow to creative punishment represents a device to have the
' criminal make restitution to the victim. Restitution can take the fomvf

monetary payments or serv ice hours to ompensate for injury or loss resulting
from the commission of crime Tot') often the t.riminal justice system seems
to be more concerned with the rights of the at.t.used than the %4,e. ll -being of
the victims of crime. Sfate grid lotal goernments haw established a number,.
of programs to help the victim. A partial hm of such programs includes. .

establishing victim-citizen units in police and prosecutors' offices.
compensation programs to cover uninsured medic41 losses and lost
wates.
authOrizing lawsuits against the criminal responsible for the injiiry.
set training programs to Make the police more sensitive to the necd3
and fears of victims.

-
In addition to taese programs, procedural changes are needed in sentencing

to encourage due consideration for the victims,of crime. For example, fines
of criminals, could be used to fund compensation itograms.

' , -
.'. In some states laws have been adopted estabfisfiing compensation programs.

bAlegislatures have failed to fund these programs. which renders the effort
meaningless.

One of the most successful new concepts in funding compensation programs
is the penalty assessment plan. whereby persons convicted of a crime are

/
A

V assessed 'a certain amount which goes directly to thc compensation pro-

-l /

Robert Grayson of the New Jersey Council on Crime Victims offerS* another
suggestion: /

.
. .

Many staies are &ginning to takd-a,strOng stand on restitution in property
loss cases as Well as in personal injury rases.'Stronger statutes mandating
restitution as an alternative to incarceration have brought ,the issue te the
forefront of public attention and have been generally successful.

Restitution has also been Ordered as'pa'rt of a seMence which, incluiles a
jail termIn cases' of fraud and flim-flams,"`restitutiOn is freq9ently,
ordered so that the victim, who &ay have, log a life's savings. is truly
assisted.", . c ,r

N

. .

'Thus, creative 6.e of Sentencing procedures Could significantly .aid.in hal-
.

Ancing the scales of justice. Such an approaCh needs uniform standards.
Grayson argues, "The only way to protect the nghts of victims is to gugantee

. that 'victim-witness programs, inCiuding, Victim advocacy units, are a .perr
maneni: maildatity part of the criminal justice system in all fifiy-stat4.'84

. Juvenile Crime

, InEreasing alarm over:the problem of serious juvenile crime has spurred a
reevaluation of the, special status that juveniles hold e.criminal justice

,
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system. trend is tow ard ticaong 'older jusende,accbsed of major crimes
as adults who will be ttied in criminal rather than juvenile courts

In tha,idult system. incar4-ation is nov.- Justifies(' on the grouna that it
inwpaLaates. thht is. keep, offenders from committing further crithes fors
the Liuration ot the sentent.e Rchabilitato c and eduLational programs within '
pnsons' hare been c:ut and security 'ineasures'increased. This attitude. has ;

al+o affeLted the treatment 01 Juseniles Stirred by accounts of youths vvha
o through the Juvenile sy +tem. are released and then comnut heinons acts,

the public sees Juvenileynnie -a+ a sewn, menace sc

1 nal In-Adult courts for a few dangerous offenders issupported by the statistics

of-juvenile crime. Most m r crimes are committed by a hard ore pf repeat

.offenders. A study of 10,000 boys conducted 14, the Cente for Stiidies in

Criminology and Criminal Law tor the Unisersity of Penns kanla indicates

that 627 chrome reeithsists (arrested fise or more qmes tfrc agesighteen)

Lommitted over 50 perLent of all offe6.es registered tor the i itial study group

Marvin Wollgang, director of the Center; also noted tile type of crime*

commute&
.

The 627 chrome offenders accounted for 63 percent of the FBI's Uniform
Crime Report+ index'offeusc,ptcriminal homicide, Forcible rape; robbery..
burglary, larLeny. motor +chide theft) cOmnutted by members of the cohort.
and an even lfigher proportion of the most serious Offehses-71 perceht of
the hoinicido..,73 perLent of the rapes. 82 percent ot,thc robberies an&69
pereeht ot the aggravated assituks

A follow-up stud; of a 10-percent s'amplc of the ,birth eahort shows that
those who had no Jutenile.arrest record had utput an I/3 percent chance of
at least one arrem between eighteen and thirty But among chronic juvenile
ottenders. eight out of ten had liult arrests. -usuallufor serious and violent
eruhes. 8'6

i, While changing the law to allow, these chronic dangerous offenders to be

tried ,as adults is a popular reform measure. other proceciral changes arU
needed. Status offenders who are accused of acts such as curfew violations
or drinking under age should be diverted from the crtminal.&y.stem_to com-
munity-based sers Web. &so:Lout-is should rexamine the secrecy surroundfng
juvenile justice,,Closed proceedings. sealed records. and no publicity may

_not be the best way, to reduce jusenile crime. Current barriers to disseminotion

of inforrhation on Sikh offenders must 6e modified.,Lawrence McMicking

of Trident College argues:

are4 longer proteeting the teen-age felon. Ilut allowing him to operatc
with ithrnunuy and without fear of prosecution'.

The individual states and the Congiless must begin a concentrated effort to
rcverse the statuy ipio. Fingerprinting and photographing of jpvenile r

inal suspects cdn be serY effective in the battle against juvenik criminal
acnsity. The courts must beAmisheewitkcornplete records of juveniles
before setting their 'bail or bond prior tb senienbing. This, is a matter of
routine in some courts and unheat'd orin others. The Congres should ,

s.

-
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require the I 131 to ccepl and gather fingerprints of all perSons that are
arrested regardless EA age "-

All of the,se practices are noii illegal and %could require major changes in the
yaws quo The treatment of juenile offenders is an area that deserys careful
exanunation during the course of the debate year.,

Conclusion

This concludes the cttapter on pruceduret in crunin:il courts. There are many
other procedural issue; that arise in our adersary system. but the purpose uf
this publication is to proNide a focus for an initial examinatiwt of the 'topic
of the United States justice system.

t
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